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Fashion 
Fashion is something individual to everyone. Here 
at Yokota people represent a distinct style unique to 
themselves. Some follow the latest trends, while 
others are inspired by the garments of decades ago. 
Whether you consider yourself a hipster, preppy, or 
retro chic, you his or her own flare that makes his 
or her style unique. 

Ultimately, style is a way of expressing who you are 
without ever having to say a word. 
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For most students at Yokota, lunch 
is considered their favorite time of 
the day. It is a time where students 
can take a break from their studies 
and relax with friends around. 
However, for most students, this 
well-deserved break doesn't always 
take place on campus. With the 
open campus policy at Yokota, 
students are allowed to venture out 
to restaurants and hang-outs on 
base. The most-frequented places 
include: home, the YCC. JNN, and 
newly opened on-base Family Mart. 
For those who chose to stay on 
campus, the options included the 
new Panther Cafe in the library, 
sack lunches from home and, of 
course, the cafeteria. 



y. Mr. Osner and Maj. U 
hand to "cut the ribbon. 

Where to go? 

a. Kerry Dittmeier (111, Nami McCracken (11), Arianne Riehn (111, 

Jasmyn Manuel (111, and Darren Corprew (11) chat at the table 

while enjoying their lunch in Family Mart (located in the newly 

developed Japan Air Self Defense Force part of the base). 

b. Tyler Espinosa (101, Dakota Francis (10), and Kody Hanson (101 

chitchat at the table while Marissa Eggert (10) sketches a drawing 

for Art Class at JNN. 

c. Nic Tures (101, Thomas Miller (10), Chris Beemsterboer (101, and 

Philip Delisi (10) enjoy the nice warm weather on campus during 

lunch time. 

d. Anabelle Medina (9), Ashley Reyes (11), Mika Sanchez (11), and 

Vanessa Pullman (11) spend time off campus enjoying a delicious 

meal at the YCC. 

e. Katherina Moua (9), Amy Nardozzi (91, and Rachael Phillips (10), 

serve Dylan Kessler (12), Sarah Hamner (12), and Cora Argallon (12) 

delicious goodies in the Panther Cafe' located in the library. 

f. Mark Burton (9), Dylan Sowell (10), Jermaine Neal (101, and Sarah 

Claypool (10) hang out in the library during lunch, enjoying the 

break between classes. 

g. Mr. Palmer, Katelyn Suit (12), Emily Beemsterboer (121, Jamal 

Duran-Reid (12), Stephanie White (12), and Joshua Cordoba (121 

hang out in Palmer's classroom during lunch time. 

h. Students in 1988 had the opportunity to partake in the first hot 

lunch ever served at Yokota High School. 
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Academics 
The life skills class 
incorporates regular 
curriculum with everyday 
skills that will aid students in 
their lives when they go out 
into the world in the future. 
Mr. Mitchell, a new teacher 
to Yokota High School this 
year, is aided by Mrs. 
Harwell and Mrs. Arteaga, 
who have helped these 
students from the very 
beginning. Students learn 
skills from these teachers 
such as cooking, cleaning, 

and how to apply for a job. 
They also have many 
opportunities to volunteer 
in the Yokota community.. 
They put these skills to 
practice off campus at places 
like the Yujo Community 
Center and the Base Library. 
With the education received 
from this class, these 
students are prepared for 
the future ahead and for 
entering the real world. 

a. The Life Skills class includes Leroy Cruz 
(12), Mia Ikeda (9), Isaac Johnson (12), and 
Adrian Hicks (12), along with Mrs. Harwell, Mrs. 
Arteaga and Mr. Mitchell. 

b. Adrian Hicks (12) spreads the beans on his 
quesadilla, ready to cook it for a snack. 
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A Look Inside 
Here's what the students have to 
say about the life skills program at 
YHS: 

c. Leroy Cruz (12) practices with Mr. 
Mitchell before reading in front of 
pre-schoolers at the Base Library. 

d. Mia Ikeda (9) pours a can of 
beans for some quesadillas in the 
classroom. 

e. Isaac Johnson (12) dries a plate 
after eating a delicious meal. 

Mia Ikeda 
'I like cooking in the 
classroom with my 
classmates." 

Isaac Johnson 
I like dancing and 

cooking in the 
classroom." 

Leroy Cruz 
"I like cooking and making 
art in the classroom. I also 
like going outside with my 
class and helping others at 
places like the Yujo and 
YCC." 

Adrian Hicks 
I like making food and 

going out in the community 
to play sports and learn to 
do things to help us in the 
future." 



Academics 
"Develop citizens of 
character dedicated to serving 
their nation and community", 
the mission statement of AF 
JROTC was carried out in the 
school in 2 012-'13 under the 
leadership of Cadet 
Commander Jake Jackson, 
MSgt Marc Renta, and Lt.Col 
Gary Ardo. The leadership 
was able to organize events 
and keep a functioning unit by 
utilizing the POLE (Plan 
Organize Lead Evaluate) 
method of management that is 
taught to the young cadets. 
This method served as 
guideline for the success of 
many community service 
activities to include the 
homeless food drive in Ueno 
Park and honoring the flag at 
the home football games. 
The cadets were able to 

demonstrate the hard work that 
they put in d uring the year at 
the Far East event held in 
Okinawa. At the Far East event 
the chosen cadets competed in 
events that challenged each 
participant's ability to keep his 
or her bearing during 
formation, drill in cadence and 
correct form, and also perform 
in physically demanding 
challenges. 



Here's what the students and 
teachers have to say about why they 
like JROTC: 

Hate Sax 
"It's fun and prepares you 
for college life and the 
future." 

Uictor Madaris 
"It teaches you 
leadership skills, 
discipline, respect for 
others, and a chance to 
influence the 
community." a. Estrella Breazell (11) stands at attention 

during the November Pinning-On ceremony 

b. Johnathan Crumpton (10) and Jedah 
Bautista (12) are at ease while presenting the 
colors. 

MSgt Renta's favorite part of 
JROTC is: 
"Seeing students leadership 
skills grow, especially the 
new freshmen." 



* • 

At Yokota High School, something 
more exciting than becoming an 
upperclassmen is getting your car. 
How cool they look, how fast they 
go, how loud the car revs, or how 
loud their sound system is. Luckily, 
most cars on Yokota Air Base are 
available for reasonable prices. 
Students may only have their car 
here for a short time, so spending a 
lot of money usually isn't practical. 
A person's car can reflect his or her 
personality or style, whether it is 
messy, clean, nice, or cheap. All the 
students around school know 
whose car is whose. 





Spirit Week  ̂• 
During this time of the year, students love to 
show their school spirit during Spirit Week. 
This year, we had Class Color Monday, Twin 
Tuesday, Pajama Wednesday, Fairy Tale 
Character Thursday, and Blue and Gold 
Friday. For the first time this year, Yokota 
High School hosted its annual Bonfire in the 
school gym (due to bad weather). The real 
fire was postponed for a few weeks, but 
there were still fun games and good food 
thanks to MUN, the cheerleaders, and NHS. 
On Friday, students from each class showed 
off their floats that would come to symbolize 
a big victory at the Homecoming Game later 
that night against the Kinnick Red Devils. 

Pa/icuU tyloati: 



a. Victoria Pinard (10) showes off her school spirit on Fairy Tale Character Day. 
b. Students line up to get ready to play dodgeball in the school gym on Bonfire day. 
c. In honor of Halloween, Amelia Arnold (11) wears a scary mask while Ayo Simons (11), Aaron Amos (11), and Diego Padilla (11) help her 
defeat the Sophomores in a game of Tug-of-War during the Pep Rally. 
d. Hunter Collins 112), Matt Adams (12), Derek Hoopes (12), Cody Trask (12), Bradyn Brownell (12), and Jesse Hogan (121 head to class in 
their togas on Senior Toga Day. 
e. Back in 1986, one of their ideas for Spirit Week was having the boys and girls switch genders for the day. 
f. Ashley Talley (9), Adriana Amrhein (9), and Briana Mentel (91, head back to class after lunch on Pajama Day. 
g. Aleasa Hardinge (12) and Amy Cutting (12) have fun dressed as twins in Mrs. Wagner's classroom. 
h. Mrs. Wagner and Mrs. Hoffman-Pahl join in on the fun and wait for students to arrive to class on Twin Day. 

Preparing for the big 
Homecoming Game 
against Kinnick, 
students built floats to 
show their Panther 
Pride. Kids paraded 
from the High School all 
the way to the YCC and 
back. 



Powder Puff 
Powder Puff is a long-standing 
tradition here at Yokota. Every 
year a bunch of girls from each 
class play Football while the boys 
stand at the sideline and cheer 
them on. This year we had more 
participants than ever before! The 
powder puff cheerleaders even 
decided to put on a show for the 
school during halftime. In First 
place was the Seniors; Second 
place was the Sophomores; Third 
place was the Juniors, and Fourth 
place was, unfortunately, the 
Freshmen. With all the rough 
tackles, loud cheers from the 
crowd, unbelievable touchdowns, 
and crazy stunts performed by 
the cheerleaders, this was one 
Powder Puff Game that will never 
be forgotten. 



a: Cora Argallon (121 leads the seniors 
against the Sophomores in the Championship 
game. 
b: Even in 1977 having the boys dress up like 
the cheerleaders was a much loved tradition, 
c: Meghan Mitchell (12) looks down the field to 
find her team. 
d: The Juniors and Freshmen fight for 3rd 
place. 
e: The Freshman class come together 
supporting their team, 
f: Kaeleigh Williams (10) tries to make a 
touchdown while playing against the Juniors, 
g: Ashley Reyes (tl) fakes having the ball so 
the Juniors can try and make a touchdown 
against the Sophomores, 
h: Joshua Bibbee (9) struggles to stand during 
the cheerleaders' half time show, 
i: Hunter Collins (121 cheers for the Seniors 
while they win their first game against the 
Freshmen, 21-0. 
j: K e'Ondre Davis (10) leads the cheer squad 
while they perform during the game, 
k: The cheerleaders show off their panther 
pride by performing one of our traditional 
football cheers. 
I: The cheerleaders huddle together to come 
up with their next routine. 

Powdesi Pi4 Gli£esdeaJ!eM, 



Homecoming 
The Homecoming Dance is a 
grand tradition that has been 
with Yokota High School each of 
the past 40 years. Though the 
venue, people, and themes 
change, this first dance of the 
year is always looked forward to. 
This year the theme was Once 
Upon a Time. The O'club 
changed into something out of a 
dream, with storybooks 
referencing favorite childhood 
fairy tales at every table. The 
candles and dim lighting 
provided an atmosphere of magic 
and fantasy. Students came 
dressed up in their finest with all 
the appearance of fairy tale 
royalty. 

JkMmawuiiqGoM/it 

Lord and Lady, Nick 
Pedersen and Alissa Pfennig 

Duke and Duchess, Zach 
Esteron and Andrea Kocher 

Prince and Princess, Micah 
Swygert and Mindy Adams 

King and Queen, Jesse 
Hogan and Amy Cutting 



a: The O'club comes alive with fairy tales. The Dance was the final event of a spirited and 
successful Homecoming. 
b: The crowns and sashes on display. Awarded to the chosen royalty of Yokota High, 
c: Friends Abigail Wall 112) and Sarah Hamner (12) take a breather from the dance 
d: Emily Mitchell (10), Victoria Pinard (10), R achael Phillips (10) arrive at the O'club smiling and ready 
to party. 
e: Wyatt Roberts (12) and Chelsea Byrd (12) take some time to enjoy a slow dance. The two 
enjoyed their last homecoming together, 
f: Cami Monsalve (9) and Cristina White (9) are excited to attend their first YHS Homecoming. Even 
with their crutches the two had a great time. 
g: Mikey Henagan (12) shows off his dance moves in the middle of a crowd 
h: Even in 1998 Homecoming was an exciting and formal event for the students of Yokota High. 



TWO-Peat! The Panther football team 
defended their Far East Title in 2012, the 
icing on the cake of a perfect season. The 
Panthers were also able to extend their 
winning streak to 15 games, a streak that 
dates back to the last 4 games of the 2011 
season. Among other big moments of the 
season, Senior linemen Dylan Kessler 
and Victor Madaris were able to 
score their first and only high school 
touchdowns on short dive plays in 
the Far East final. 
Captains Stanley Speed, Morgan 
Breazell, and Raymond Butler, as well 
as Donovan Ball, all led the Panthers 
handling the ball this season. QB Speed was 
able to run for 614 rushing yards and 13 
touchdowns on 57 carries with an 
accompanied 10-for-15 for 346 yards and 
four TDs. Breazell rushed for 1,086 yards 
and 15 touchdowns on 111 attempts. Butler 
led the Panthers with 1,212 yards on 95 
carries and 14 touchdowns. Ball was able 
to run for 728 yards on 43 attempts and 
score 10 touchdowns during the season. 
The veteran offensive line, led by captain 
Jesse Hogan, helped make all those 
touchdowns possible. The team this season 

left a legacy that will stand out in Yokota's 
rich history. Their hard work serves as an 
example to inspire future Panthers that 
hope to win big-on and off the gridiron. 
"There is a great deal of pressure in sports 
to win a championship, but an even greater 
pressure to repeat as champions. The 2012 

football team was able to achieve a 
repeat championship because, in my 
opinion, they were a once in a 
lifetime combination of talent and 
confidence mixed with hard work 
and togetherness. This season, this 

team and these players and coaches 
will forever be a special chapter in the story 
of Yokota Panther football." 
- Coach Pujol 

Varsity Team Coaches 2012: Charlie Capps, Tim 
Pujol, Ernie Carrasco, Paul Davis 

Not Pictured: Joe Howell 

Varsity 
Back to front, left to right: Coach 
Paul, Coach Howell, Coach Ernie, 
Coach Pujol, Coach Capps, Estrella 
Breazell; Jarred Morgan, Dylan 
Kessler, Victor Madaris, Maxwell 
Lester, Jesse Hogan, Matthew 
Adams, Donovan Ball, Anthony 
Visnyei; Ke'Ondre Davis, Alfreeman 
Leake, CodyTrask, Michael 
Henagan, James Cortez, Kalik 
Battle, Jake Jackson, Brandon 
Garrison; Marcus Henagan, 
Morgan Breazell, Raymond Butler, 
Stanley Speed, Jacob Davis, 
Jamarvin Harvey, Javian 
Henderson, Nicholas Pedersen 

Junior 
Varsity 

Back to front, left to right: Coach 
Ferch, Coach Gaume, Estrella 
Breazell, Coach Speed; Adrian Hicks, 
Cameron Lewis, Quadrell Brumfield, 
Mylz Speed, Stephen Lampa. Oleg 
Moiseyev, Joshua Horton, Masao 
Matsumoto; Antonio Ford, Jordan 
Thomason, Alfreeman Leake, 
Nicholas Pedersen, Brandon 
Garrison, Andrew Manibusan, 
Michael Aflleje, Christopher 
Rickenbach; Kalik Battle, Marcus 
Garcia, Marcus Henagan, Jadan 
Anderson, Jacob Davis, Jamarvin 
Harvey, Joshua Bibbee, Fred Itule 



School Edgren Zama ASIJ American 

Win Win Win Win 

Score 
11-19 50-0 Z7-ZI 10-0 

Varsity Scoreboard 
Kinnick ASIJ 2ama Kinnick Kubasaki Kadena 

Win Win Win Win Win Win 

19-ZO 1Z-7 39-IZ 11-0 31-6 5Z-IZ 

/»Y Far East &> / * J 
Kubasaki 

Win A 

55-8 

Morgan Breazell (12) dodges a player from ASIJ and runs for the end zone. 
Marcus Henagan (9) looks for the edge against Trojan defender. 
Stanley Speed (12), one of the four team captains, runs for a touchdown at the Far 
ist game against Kubasaki in the rain. 
The Varsity Team comes out at half time and runs through the banner. 
Jadan Anderson (10) blocks the opponent, while Antonio Ford (9) runs with the ball. 
Kalik Battle 111) avoids the Trojans and runs with the ball for a touchdown. 
Stanley Speed (12) runs after losing his helmet, looking towards the end zone. 

- Jesse Hogan (IZ) 
No quote can describe How awesome this year 

has been. I love you guys! 
- Stanley Speed (IZ) 
"The only place success comes before work is 
inside the dictionary.... Z TIMES! 
- Raymond Butler (IZ) 
"Go hard or Go home! " 
- Morgan Breazell (IZ) 
"F6GM (Football Great Memories) 
Great 1 years Z-time champs!"' vv\0< 



This year's volleyball team had the 
struggle of overcoming the hardship put 

any young team. Despite having on 

CO 
. Q H  

young players, veteran captain Sydney 
ly^Glover, with the assistance of Captains 
3 Cora Argallon and Brianna Harris 

was able to bring the team together 
and make the team go the extra 
mile that was needed to win tough 
games. The team's hard work in 
practice clearly paid off and the 
team ended the regular season with a 
winning record and a tied record in the 
at-home DoDDS-Japan tournament. 

"The year was definitely a growing 
as most of the team were 

underclassmen. We had some talented 
seniors who stepped up as leaders to 

i p 
vear 

encourage those inexperienced players 
though. It was amazing to see the 
growth not only in skill but also in 

teamwork by the end of the season. 
Although we struggled some with 

consistency, the team posed a serious 

threat to all the teams that we met. 
This team had so much desire to 
win that multiple times this 
season they came back from 0-2 

starts to win the game 3-2! I think 
they loved playing together so much 

that they didn't want to ever leave the 
court. " - Coach Lund 

I B 
a. Aaron Amos (111 lifts the ball to keep the volley 
going, while the other JV members prepare to hit 
b. Amelia Arnold (11) blo cks the ball from the 
opponent. She earned a point against Kinnick. 

1979 

Varsity 
Back to front, left to right: Coach 
Lund, Brianna Harris, Alivia 
Swensen, Gianna Glover, Kristi 
Coleman, Amelia Arnold, 
Sydney Glover, Sarah Claypool, 
Coach Angel, Langley 
Sonnenberg, Kristiane 
Sonnenberg, Cora Argallon, 
Morgan McMillan, Aaron Amos, 
Kioni Anderson, Megan Baker 

Junior 
Varsity 

Back to front, left to right: Coach 

Lund, Caitlyn Rowan, Sarah 

Cronin, Sarah Claypool, Morgan 

McMillan, Evelyn Welling, 

Coach Angel, Briana Mentel, 

Cristina White, Ashleigh Cox, 

Aaron Amos, Kioni Anderson, 

Megan Baker 
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Varsity Scoreboard 
c . . MC Kyoto EJ EJ St. 
OCnOOl Perry University ISSH Edgren Edgren CAJ King King YIS Maur ASIJ Zama Kinnick ASIJ Edgren Edgren Seisen 

Win Win Loss Win Win Loss Win Win Win Win Loss Win Loss Loss Win Loss Loss 
Score 

1-1 3-0 1-3 3-Z 3-0 1-3 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-Z 0-3 3-Z 1-3 0-3 3-0 Z-3 0-3 

c. M organ McMillan (101 leaps and gets ready to hit a strong spike. 

d. Amelia Arnold (11) and Alivia Swensen (11) attempt to block the ball. 

e. Cora Argallon (12) jum ps and spikes the ball across the court. 
f. Sydney Glover (12) gets ready to spike the ball to Kinnick. 

g. Brianna Harris (12) pr epares to block at a game against Edgren 

h. Kristi Coleman (10) tosses the ball to allow her teammate to hit. 

i. B rianna Harris 112) goes up and tries to block from the Red Devils. 

- Cora Argallon (12) 
Play for the love of volleyball, and don t put 

your feet in the chips. HAHAHAHA 
- Brianna Harris (12) 
"Work hard. Play hard. SWERVE!! 
- Sydney Glover (12) 
"This was a fun season. They are all so talented, 
and I lo ved playing with them!" 



X C T e a m  p  
Back row: Coach Galvin, Steven 
"Michah" Swygert, Calvin Riley, 
Jonah Morgan, Sean 
Kavanaugh, Gabe Atchley, 
Daniel Galvin, Derek Hoopes, 
Bryan Riley, Philip Has tings, 
James Kennedy, Samuel Heino, 
Coach Maggie 
Front row: Samantha Arnold, 
Abigail Wall, Ai Veazey, 
Katherina Moua, Christine 
Madamba, Ashley Montiel, 
Hanae Phillips, Michaela 
Atchley, Mindy Adams, Amy 
Nardozzi 

Cross country ran to great lengths 
during the 2012 season. All returning 
senior members broke their personal 
records at the Tama Hills course, and 
a majority of the team made it to the 
top 100 times list of the course. This 
year's turnaround season can be 
attributed to the hard work that 
the team put in during the 
summer conditioning hosted by 
Coach Maggie. The team also 
worked hard during their away meets 
as well as at the traditional Big O run-
a 10 mile course that encompasses all 
of Yokota Air Base. Despite not 
winning the championship at Far East, 
captains Derek Hoopes and Abby Wall 

were able to build a solid foundation for 
future success in Yokota's Cross 
Country team by inspiring young 
runners to work harder than ever. 
'"It takes a whole team to be a champion1 

was our motto this XC season. XC is 
a very individualized team sport, 
but this team built a special 
bond as a team that exceeded 
the likes that any other sporting 

team could have. They ran 
together, played together, had dinners 

together. They loved each other. That is 
what made this team special and 
successful. They raced hard for each 
other despite of the pains and injuries 
they had." - Coach Maggie 

a. Abigail Wall 112) and Sam Arnold (9) run and pass a 
group of runners from different school. 
b. The cross country girls are about to start their race at 
Tama Hills. 



Girls 
Samantha Arnold 13=14 

Mindy Adams 13=59 
Abigail Wall 14=06 

Christine Madamba 14=52 
Hanae Phillips 15=12 

Top Times 6oys 
Bryan Riley 

James Kennedy 
Gabe Atchley 
Danny Galvin 
Derek Hoopes 

15=40 
16=09 
16=15 
16=27 
16=47 
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c. Christine Madamba (11), 
Ai Veazey (9), and Ashley 
Montiel (12) get ready to 
start racing at a Tama 
meet. 
d. Sam Arnold (9) runs 
through the Tama course at 
one of their meets. Sam 
broke the school record that 
had stood since 1987. 
e. Calvin Riley (101 gives full 
effort to increase the gap 
between himself and the St. 
Mary's runner. This was his 
first year on the team. 
f. Sean Kavanaugh (12) 
pushes himself to pass the 
runners from M.C. Perry. 
This year was his second 
year running for Yokota 
High School. 
g. The cross country boys 
starts off with a strong start. 
h. Derek Hoopes (12) runs a 
trail at Tama. He was one 
of the two team captains. 
i. Christine Madamba (11) 
lines up with a runner from 
Seisen and pushes herself 
to pass her. She is a third 
year runner for Yokota High 
School. 
j. James Kennedy 
(homeschooled 11th grader) 
Danny Galvin (9), and Gabe 
Atchley (9) run with an 
opponent from ASIJ at one 
of their meets. Their times 
were within the top 25 
school records. 

- Derek Hoopes (12) 
" We all ran good this year, became better 
runners, and tried our best, but just like life we 
will always have room for improvement. 
- Abigail Wall (12) 
" You cannot propel yourself forward by putting 
yourself on the back, always strive for higher. 

K*hi<1 



This year's tennis season had the pressure 
of competing at the same level as the 
previous season which brought home 
a banner. Needless to say, the team rose to 
the challenge under the leadership of 
Shintaro Clanton, Anju Yamanaka, and 
Emily Beemsterboer. Guided by the 
expertise of 7 year tennis Coach 
Tommy Palmer, the boys squad was 
able to get second place overall in a 
competitive DoDDS tournament, 
while the girls brought home first 
place overall, making them two-time 
champs. Another memorable 
tournament was the Kanto Championships 
in which the boys were able to pull off an 
overall third place and the girls had a 
second place victory. 
Emily had a phenomenal senior season, 
able to keep a regular-season winning 
streak that dates back to her freshman year. 
Beemsterboer placed in 3rd place in the Far 
East Tournament, the highest she has ever 

placed at Far East. She placed highest in 
the doubles event, 2nd place, accompanied 
by her doubles partner Anju. Shintaro 
Clanton also performed well. Clanton built 
the foundation of the boy's team in his 
junior year by coming in second place in 
the DoDDS tournament, among other 

successes. 
"This year's senior girls are the 
'winningest' girls in Yokota tennis 
history. They have achieved more 
wins, shutouts and championships 

than any other girls team including 
three Kanto championships, two all 

DoDDs championships and a Far East 
Championship. Led by two power hitters 
Emily Beemsterboer and Anju Yamanaka, 
the girl's team has owned the Kanto League 
for their entire HS career. With Anju's 
natural leadership skills and Emily's quiet 
but driven competitiveness, these girls 
created a legacy at Yokota High School." 
- Coach Palmer 

a. Shin Clanton (11) hits a powerful serve over the net. As a 
captain, he led the boys team to a great season. 
b. Emily Beemsterboer (12) aggressively returns a backhand 
during her match. With her skills, she successfully kept an 
undefeated record for the regular season. 

Tennis Team ^ 
Back row: Coach Palmer, 
Darren Corprew, Nathan Sax, 
Myles Odain, Jacob Mateo, 
Jacob Mansberger, Shintaro 
Clanton, Stephen Borin, 
Jonathan Mansberger, Parker 
Russell, Garret Hanson, 
Christopher Beemsterboer, 
Amanda Champion 
Front row: Jordan Ewing, Sara 

Stavale, Nami McCracken, 
Anju Yamanaka, Emily 
Beemsterboer, Ashley Hirata, 
Heather Adams, Sarah 
Hamner. Not Pictured: John 
Matthew Gonzales 



Scoreboard 
School Kinnick Zdtti3 £J King Edgrcn MO Perry ASIJ CAJ ISSH Edgrcn 

Boys Win Loss Win Win Loss Win Loss Win 

Girls Win Win Win Win Win Win Win Loss Win 

c. Chris Beemsterboer (10) 
dives for the ball to keep 
the match going. He won 
this match against M.C. 
Perry High School. 
d. Jordan Ewing (10) serves 
the ball to her opponent. 
This year was her first on 
the team. 
e. Nami McCracken (11) 
warms up before her 
match. Nami was the fourth 
seed this season. 
f. Garret Hanson (10) 
reaches for the ball, ready 
to hit his forehand to his 
opponent. This was his first 
full season on the team. 
g. Anju Yamanaka (12) 
strikes a powerful volley for 
her victory against EJ King 
High School. Anju was one 
of three team captains. 
h. Nate Sax (12) rallies with 
an opponent from Iwakuni. 
Nate went on to win the 
match. 
i. Ashley Hirata (12) focuses 
on her match against a 
Zama High School 
opponent. Ashley played all 
four years of high school. 
j. Stephen Borin (11) 
extends to keep a rally 
alive. He earned this victory 
over E.J. King. 

- Anju Yamanaka (12) 
This year was my first year of being a captain 
and it wasn t easy but 1 still had fun. 
- Shintaro Clanton (I I) 
It was a fun and successful year and Im honored 
to be a captain of this team. 
- Emily 6eemsterboer (12) 

s hard to keep a team together, but we stuck 
together like a family!" wm. 



a. The varsity cheerleaders 
support the JV cheer squad 
during theJV's halftime 
show. 
b. Meghan Mitchell (12) 
performs at one of the 
varsity football games with 
her varsity team. 

Varsity 

Varsity 

Cheer hada wonderful season during 
the fall season of 2012. They boosted 
the morale of the dominating football 
team during their home and Kanto Plain 
games. Their overwhelming spirit, 
headed by new captains Kerry 
Dittmeier and Bradyn Brownell, 
took them to great heights in Far 
East. The team won the coveted 
spirit stick, just as they had done 
the year before. This year's cheer 
squad was able to reach such great 
heights thanks in part to coaches 
Shelly Mararac and Jessica Dineen. 
Under this new energetic leadership, 
the team was able to win First Place in 
performance top team cheer as well as 

the Ail-American honors Kaleigh 
Pedersen and Bradyn Brownell were 
able to claim for Yokota. These Ail-
American honorees earned the 
opportunity to perform in London or 
cheer at a bowl game. The squad also 

came away from the Far East 
tournament with a 1st place win 

Top Gun stunting, an 
achievement that can be directly 
accredited to the stunt group of 

the squad. 
Overall, the team had a successful Far 

East competition and, among all of the 
other achievements, earned Second 
Place in the All-around Cheer Squad 
category. 

Back to front, left to right: 
Ambria Thompson, Kerry 
Dittmeier, Meghan Mitchell, 
Alexandra Westover, Ashley 
Coursey, Shalana Brown, 
Emily Mitchell, Victoria Pinard, 
Kaleigh Pedersen, Bradyn 
Brownell, Kaeleigh Williams, 
Alicia Trask 

Junior 

Back to front, left to right: Coach 
Tia Burton, Coach Ashley 
Bellmore, Jessica Westover, 
Yukari Arai, Shalana Brown, 
Teasha Kidd, Coach Jessica, 
Coach Shelly, Mika Sanchez, 
Ashley Talley, Alyssa Lavwer, 
Abigail Luke, Alissa Pfennig, 
Harmoni Hayes 



Far East Results 
1st Place; Top Team Performance 

2nd Place: Ail-Around Routine With Music 
1st Place: Top Gun Stunting 

Two All-American Team Honorees: Bradyn Brownell and Kaleigh Pedersen 

f. The varsity stunt group throws 
their flyer, Kaleigh Pedersen (11). 
g. Alicia Trask (10) cheers for the 
varsity football team. 
h. The JV cheerleaders perform a 
cheer routine before the crowd. 
i. The varsity team at Far East Cheer 
Camp prepares to perform. 

- Bradyn Brownell (12) 
" There is no one more time in cheer: perfection before 
progression. I am ve ry grateful for all your hard work. 
Always remember each of you were a vital part of the team. 
Without you the season wouldn t have been the same! I m so 
proud! Thank you for making my season as captain so great." 
- Kerry Oittmeier (11) 
" Team work makes dream work! Insulate not isolate." 

The varsity team cheers in front 
the crowd to get them excited. 
Bradyn Brownell (12) pe rforms 

perfect stunt at a home game. 
Alissa Pfennig (9) and 
ikari Arai (10) pe rform a dance 
jring the halftime at a JV 

.wotball game. 



a. Sarah Woolley (12) and Aleasa Hardinge 112) 
presented a skit on the book Heart of Darkness. 
Both are dressed as Heart of Darkness 
characters. 

b. Kaleigh Pedersen (111 works on an assignment 
in Ms. Dougharty's ELA11 class; Kendal Hadley (11) 
is in the background-a photo bomb? 

Academics 
This year at YHS, students 
were highly engaged in 
their ELA classes. 
From reading inspiring 
novels, working hard on 
essays, confidently reciting 
speeches in front of class, 
staying up late to complete 
book reports, and making 
creative Macbeth masks, 
the students of YHS had a 
great time learning in their 
Language Arts classes. 
This year, Yokota High 
School's CSI goal was to 
increase vocabulary. 
Students in Language Arts 
classes expanded their 
vocabulary through 

creation of word-walls, 
which in turn helped 
students gain higher scores 
on quizzes and 
standardized tests. 

Students also came to 
school dressed up as 
characters from the novels 
they were reading. 

Other than vocabulary, 
Language Arts students 
improved in areas such as 
grammar, writing, speaking, 
and reading. After a tough 
year of Language Arts, the 
students of YHS are now 
prepared for their next year 
of language arts and life 
beyond high school. 



A Look Inside 
Here's what the students in 12th 
Grade English Language Arts have 
to say about their mask projects: 

Terran Sullivan 
The hearts on my mask 

represent my family, friends 
and hobbies." 

Michelle Morast 
"On my mask there's 
dance, and it 
represents that I'm a 
dancer and a lot of 
people know me as a 
dancer." 

c. Isabel Moua I12I gives a 
presentation on the book Heart of 
Darkness for AP Literature. Her 
presentation was a character 
analysis on The Russian. 

d. Ashleigh Cox (9) reads about Virgil 
and the Aeneid in Mr. Holladay's 
Honors World Literature 9 class. 

e. Heather Adams 19) reads in the 
Honors World Literature class. All 
freshmen in the Honors class got lor 
had) to read The Once & Future King. 

Jarred Morgan 
Throughout my childhood I 

have loved Pokemon. 
People see me as a 
Pokemon fan and master!" 

9  8  4 «  
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a. Terran Sullivan 1121 helps middle school 
studenls learn Japanese during class. By 
knowing the Japanese language Terran is able to 
teach others Japanese to. 

b. Raymond Butler 1121 is working hard to help the 
other faculty in the Yokota Middle School office. 

Academics 
Career Practicum allows 
students at YHS to get a feel 
for the different 
professional jobs that 
could potentially be theirs 
when they graduate from 
high school. The on-site 
training gives the students 
first hand experience that 
may guide them to make 
career choices for their 
bright futures. Jobs range 
from working at the fire 
house to working in the 
Family Care Unit in the 
Hospital. The students are 
expected to work hard 
during their shift and they 
are even expected to 

communicate with their 
boss and establish a 
working relationship with 
their superior. At the 
beginning of the year, 
students had to contact 
their supervisor so that 
they may introduce 
themselves, undergo an 
interview, and get ready 
for work. During the 
remainder of the year the 
students have to get their 
timesheets filled out by 
their supervisor at the end 
of the day so that they may 
get the credit that they 
earned while working 
hard! 



c. Nate Elking 1121 works on checking 
in a patient at Urgent Care. 

d. Hunter Collins (11) assists one of 
the Spanish teachers in their 
classroom at the Yokota Middle 
School. 

e. Ashley Hirata 1121 works diligently 
inputting student information at the 
YHS front office. 

Amy Cutting 
Work Site: Family Care Unit 
(in Hospital) 
"It's really fun because they 
let me see how patient care 
works so I can decide if this 
is a job I actually want to 

get to participate in 
ts such as listening to 
tone's heart." 

Bradyn Browneli 
Work Site: Child 
Development Center 
(west side) 
"I love working with 
kids! I get to be an 

Inside 
: the students have to say 
ng outside of class for 
in jobs. 



Academics 
Students in the various 
classes that make up 
Yokota's performing arts 
department worked hard 
this year to make their 
individual performances a 
success throughout the 
year. 
The drama class was 
taught by Mrs. Addison, an 
exciting and dynamic 
teacher new to YHS. She 
was able to develop a 
productive chemistry in 
her class to get drama 
students ready for their 
holiday play, The Life and 
Adventures of Santa 
Claus. The thespians 

practiced during and after 
school to memorize their 
lines and perfect their 
blocking. 
The band and choir, both 
headed by veteran Yokota 
teacher Mr. Bruschuk, 
were able to rock Capps 
Gym during their Holiday 
Concert, which included a 
hilarious variation of the 
"12 Days of Christmas" that 
the audience loved. 
Some band students also 
attended home football 
games as part of the pep 
band and boosted the 
football team by playing 
spirit-filled songs. 

a. Adriana Gunter (10) and Mylz Speed (9) played 
King and Queen Awgwa in the School play called 
The Life and Adventures of Santo Claus. 

b. Keghan Delacenserie (9) rocks out to 
Christmas tunes at the Christmas Concert. 

1 9 8 8 <« 
>1 9 90 



c. Cristina White (9) and Abigail 
Luke (9) were Weekum and 
Mayrie in the Drama class's 
December play. 

d. Aleasa Hardinge (12) sings a 
solo at the Holiday Choir Concert. 

e. James Pagano (9), Micah 
Swygert (11), and Monique Salvio 
play at the 2012 Holiday Concert. 

1 9 9 7 « 
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isssŜ a 
National Honor Society is an organization that has 
been serving the Yokota Community for years. Students 
who exemplify the traits of scholarship, leadership, 
service, and character are admitted into the 
organization as early as their Sophomore year. 
Inductions are held in May each year, and students 

continue their leadership and service throughout their high 
school years. 
This year, members of NHS reached out to the off-base 
community by participating in clothing and food drives for 
the homeless of the Tokyo area. The members of NHS 
constantly strive to give back to their surrounding community 
by participating in various volunteer opportunities like that. 

From Back to Front, Left to Right: Ashley Coursey (12), Emily Beemsterboer (12), 
Darren Corprew (11), N ate Sax (12), Jonathan Mansberger (11), Tyler Parson (11), Shin 
Clanton (11), N ami McCracken (11), Cole Hodges (12), Katelyn Suit (12), Kristiane 
Sonnenberg (11), Courtney Sax (11), G abby Martinez (11), C hristine Madamba (11), 
Amy Cutting (12), Arianne Riehn (11), Sarah Woolley (12), Micah Swygert (11), C ora 
Argallon (12), Jake Mateo (11), Jesse Hogan (12), Sarah Hamner (12), Abigail Wall (12), 
Amanda Champion (12), Jake Jackson (12) 
NOT PICTURED: Crystal Burroughs (11), Q uintavia Jackson (11), M ei McDaniel 111), 
Advisor Marc Renta_ ~r. 
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a. Christine Madamba (11), 
Katherina Moua (9), and 
Isabel Moua (12) set out 
blankets for the Japanese 
people. NHS members 
went to Ueno park to help 
bring items to the 
homeless. 

b. Crystal Burroughs (11) and 
Mei McDaniel (11) carry 
items from the bus into the 
park. Mei and Crystal were 
a big help to NHS by acting 
as translators tor the 
Japanese people. 

c. Cole Hodges (12) takes 
his time washing dishes. 
Students brought food and 
drinks to the homeless. 

d. Nate Sax (12) and Shin 
Clanton (11) organize shirts 
at the homeless drive. NHS 
students brought donated 
Hems as a service to our 
homeless Japanese 
neighbors 

e. NHS members 
partia'pate in the candle-
lighting induction 
ceremony in 1986 



lan Mitchell 

Student Government is rich in tradition at Yokota. 

Executive and class officers alike come together to 

lead their peers in various school activities including 

k Homecoming, pep rallies, and Sayonara Matsuri, all 

for the purpose of raising school spirit. Officers 

f participated in reaching out to international schools 

in the Tokyo area through several exchanges. This 

includes having an active role in KPASS, a committee 

made up of Student Council members from schools 

across the Kanto Plains. 

Isabel Moua 

Krist ane Sonnenberg 

Sarah Woolley 



a. from left to right: 
Langley Sonnenberg 
(9), Katherina Moua (9), 
Meghan Mitchell (12), 
Kissy Sonnenberg (11), 
Isabel Moua (12), Sarah 
Woolley (12), Yuki Ikeda 
(11), and Minh 
Thompson (10) arrive at 
ASIJ. Select SGA 
members got to travel 
to ASIJ to see how 
another school's SGA 
operates. 

b. Representatives for the 
Sophomore, Junior, and 
Senior classes eat their 
lunch while meeting with 
fellow SGA members. Lunch 
meetings were held every 
Wednesday in Ms. 
Hoffman-Pahl's room. 
c. Members of the 
executive board conduct 
the weekly lunch time 
meeting. 
d. SGA members take a 
moment to smile during 
lunch at ASIJ. 
e. In 1985, students 
campaigned around the 
school for SGA office. 

»>4l 
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Familu at School 
Yokota, where the siblings 
run wild. Going down the 
halls to get to class one will 
most likely see a group of 
siblings. Especially since 
about one-third of the 
students at Yokota attend 
alongside a family member. 
Most of the siblings tend to 
be male pairs and this year's 
sibling population has a low 
number of twins compared to 
the past two years. The 
familiar campus offers an 
experience that is one like no 
other. Having a sibling is a 
nice thing to have on 

campus. Students that have 
siblings know that they have 
a go-to friend in times of 
need and seeing a familiar 
face at school brightens the 
day of the students because 
in the end they know that 
they are never by 
themselves. 

For many having a sibling 
at school is a special 
experience. One that 
strengthens bonds between 
brothers and sisters. This 
year, Yokota has a whopping 
total of 44 sets of s iblings. 
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Something about the winter 
season always inspires YHS 
students and staff to give back to 
their community. Whether it's the 
special holiday egg nog or the 
search to find that warm and 
fuzzy feeling, Panthers constantly 
find ways to serve those in their 
community. Special programs 
including the annual YHS 
orphanage exchange, Toys for 
Tots, and Operation Christmas 
Drop always spring up around 
this time of year. Students and 
staff alike go all out, whether its 
through donations of gifts, money, 
or time the members of the YHS 
community find a way to serve 
those around them. 



VOKOTA HIGH SCHOOL 

r.-r-rL 
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a. Josh Davids (10) and Rohr Ljungberg (9) 
record the weight and materials of each 
box. Josh organized this years Operation 
Christmas Drop to fulfill h is Eagle Scout 
project. 
b. Minh Thompson (10) and Riley O'Brien (9) 
sort through materials and put them in the 
appropriate box for Operation Christmas 
drop. 
c. A box loaded with dental supplies is 
ready to be sealed and delivered to families 
in the Micronesian Islands. 
d. Students were encouraged to pick up 
these ornaments and purchase a gift for a 
orphan. Information for each child was 
provided on each ornament. 
e. Isabel Moua (12) and Dante Long (10) 
drop off the ir specially selected gifts for the 
orphans. 
f. Mrs. Seeley and her government class 
present the blankets they each made for 
the orphans. 
g. Katelyn Suit (12) shows off the Jeans and 
Jacket donations sponsored by the 
members of NHS and JROTC. 
h. Ms. Dougharty, donates her gifts for the 
orphanage. Even teachers participated in 
providing gifts. 
i. Jesse Hogan (12), Br ianna Harris (12), 
Isabel Moua (12), and Meghan Mitchell (12) 
Present Yokota's collected Toys for Tots 
donations to members of the U.S. Marine 
Corps. 

»>49 



Bftct Friends >• 
Ask any student at Yokota what one 
of their favorite past times is and it 
will probably involve doing 
something with their best friend(s). 
Having a best friend is an important 
experience in High School. These 
friends act as your confidants-the 
ones that, through these 
challenging years, stick by you and 
share the good and the bad. Best 
friends come in many forms-they 
can be a girlfriend, a boyfriend, a 
sibling, or someone you know will 
always have your back. At school 
your friends are your family, they 
are the ones you go to for support, 
comfort, and companionship. 

,7 www. m t 
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Ai Veazey (9), Samantha Arnold (9), 
Hanae Phillips (9) 





Student Jobs 
Having a job is a big undertaking 
for any high school student. But 
with college and life after high 
school to think about, students 
realize how beneficial having a job 
can be. The base provides many 
opportunities for students to find 
employment, from the commissary 
to the various restaurants across 
base. There is an abundance of 
jobs available. 



a. Jarred Garcia (11) and Hunter Collins (12) wait patiently for customers to arrive at Rickenbacker's 
inside the Kanto Lodge. 
b. CJ Mayo (11) helps clean up after the customers at Chili's. 
c. Shaira Navarro (11) displays free samples of food at the commissary for passing customers to taste. 
d. Knute Ljungberg (9) and Brett Sowell (12) sit on the bench, waiting to bag groceries at the commissary 
check-out lanes. 
e. Courtney Sax (11), Patrick Shank (11), and Matt Adams (12) help hand out the Chili's menu for arriving 
customers. 
f. Terran Sullivan (12) shows off his posing skills during one of his modeling photo shoots. 

I g. Crystal Burroughs (11), Paul Hernandez (12), Chris Koslosky (12), Seth Wall (Class of 2012), Christian 
Roggenstein (12), and Nate Elking (12) enjoy serving people food behind the counter at the bowling alley. 

i h. Rohr Ljungberg (9), Jedah Bautista (12), and Harmoni Hayes (10) have fun bagging a customer's 
groceries onto the cart at the commissary. 

Katelyn Suit (12) works the front desk of the Bowling Alley with a co-worker. 
I j- Joshua Bibbee (9) and Quadrell Brumfield (9) get ready to leave after a long day of work at the 
' commissary. 

»>53 



The wrestling team had a rough season 

because it had a limited amount of people 

that went out to participate in the very 

demanding sport. The strict eating habits 

"The 2012-2013 Wrestling season was 

another case of David vs 9 Goliaths- as 

always though the YHS wrestling team 

proved it was able to compete with the 

and tough training sessions led to well big schools. This is no doubt because 

of the hard work and dedication of 

the young men who had the 

courage and determination to 

r compete in the most difficult of 

high school sports. The Panthers 

took third place in the Kanto and fifth 

overall at Far East. Another great 

season is in the books!" - Coach Kitts 

earned victories on the mat during 

the season. Those challenges 

helped Jesse Hogan and Kalik 

Battle become the champions of T 

their respective weight classes in the 

Far East competition. Kalik had a perfect 

season (32-0) and was also awarded the 

honorof being named the Pacific Wrestler 

of the Year by Stars & Stripes. 
:v v >J. . . ; a. Koleb Hoopes I9I runs a quarter nelson against a St. 

; Mary's wrestler 

Devil.This was Jake's fourth year as a wrestler; he was also 
— - a team captain. 

fg: c. At the Kanto Tournament finals, Jesse Hogan (12) pins his 
Zama opponent. Jesse won the Championship for his 
weight class. 

1989 

Wrestling 
Team 

Left to right, back to front: 
Oleg Moiseyev, Jacob Clabough, 
Patrick Shank, Andrew 
Manibusan, James Cope, Jesse 
Hogan, Derek Hoopes, Michael 
Aflleje, Jake Jackson, Tiffany 
Burroughs, Michael Biscornet, 
Kalik Battle, Bryce Potts, Orion 
Wheeler, Shintaro Clanton, 
Kaleb Hoopes, Zachary Esteron, 
Stephen Borin, Andrea Kocher, 
Layla Beebe 



Scoreboard 
School St. Mary's ASIJ Kinnick Zama CAJ Zama Kinnick St. Mary's CAJ ASIJ 

Loss Win Loss Loss Win Win Loss Loss Win Win 
Score 

32-35 52-10 21-10 28-30 37-23 36-26 16-13 I6-5I 39-21 39-22 

5 th Place 

Far East 

d. Andrew Manibusan (ll) 
runs a half nelson and tries 
to turn his opponent. 
e. Shin Clanton (ll) runs a 
front headlockon his 
opponent. Shin was also a 
team captain. 
f. Zack Esteron (10) finishes 
a takedown for two points. 
This was Zack's second 
year as a YHS wrestler. 
g. Kalik Battle (ll) attempts 
a flying cradle on his 
opponent. Kalik was a Far 
East Champion and 
honored as Wrestler of the 
Year by Stars and Stripes. 
h. Orion Wheeler (9) 
attempts to turn a St. Mary's 
wrestler. 
i. Third year wrestler Jacob 
Clabough (ll) attempts a 
double leg to take his 
opponent down. 
j. De rek Hoopes (12) lifts th e 
CAJ wrestler with a single 
leg trip. 

-Jake Jackson (12): "Wrestling has changed my 
life, and will continue to do so. Win or Loose." 

-Kalik Battle (I I): "Go hard or go harder." 

-Shin Clanton (I IF "A lifetime of training for just 
6 minutes." 

" -Jesse Hogan (12); "I think wrestling might be 
the world's hardest sport. I'm prouathat I stuck 
it out for four years and became a champion, but 
jl'm especially proud of all of my teammates who 
I pushed through and finished the season. 
Wrestling has changed us all." _ _ 



Yokota's boys basketball team was 
able to pull off an impressive season 
despite being outsized by many of their 
opponents. 

The team used quickness to finish 
the season with a 12-5 record and 
an overall Fourth Place finish in 
the Far East tournament - an 
improvement from the previous 
year's varsity squad. 

Morgan Breazell's efforts on the 
court resulted in him being named as an 
AII-DoDDS player and MVP of the New 
Year's Classic. Mikey Henagan and 
Javian Flenderson were also named to 

the New Year's Classic All-
Tournament team. KeOndre Davis 
was recognized as being an All-
DoDDS basketball player. 

"This team was characterized by 
its remarkable ability to come 
1 b ack and win in games they 

were way behind in. Being down 
23 points at half-time was no 

obstacle for this year's team. The 
spirit these young men embodied 

will mean much more to each of them 
as time goes on and life moves 
forward. It was a honor to coach this 
team," said Coach Ettl. 

Varsity 
Back to front, left to right: 
Coach Ettl, Stanley Speed, 
Alfreeman Leake, Ke'Ondre Davis, 
Michael Henagan, Raymond Butler, 
Matthew Adams, Sean Kavanaugh, 
Jadan Anderson, Morgan Breazell, 
Javian Henderson, Brett Sowell, 
Mark Burton 

Back to front, left to right: 
Jamarvin Harvey, Marcus Henagan, 
Calvin Riley, Daniel Galvin, Mylz 
Speed, Dante Long, Coach Galvin, 
Dylan Sowell, Mark Burton, Zachary 
Cupp, Adrian Hicks, Albert Arteaga, 
Yonosuke Aoki 

Junior 
Varsity 
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Varsity Scoreboard 
MC MC 

Zama Edgren Perry Perry Edgren Zama Kinnick CAJ ASIJ 
St. 
Mary's CAJ ASIJ Kinnick 

JJ Win Win 
o 

Win Win Loss Win Win Win Win Win Loss Loss Win Loss Win Win Loss Win 

$ 86-23 75-55 70-52 63-27 18-51 17-31 70-51 51-19 13-31 60-19 19-71 19-53 52-10 61-61 15-31 59-16 60-62 51-19 

a. At a game against ASIJ, Ke'Ondre Davis (10) attempts to score in traffic. 
b. Brett Sowell (12) dribbles past the defense making his way toward the basket. 
c. Mikey Henagan (12) makes his way past an Edgren defender toward the basket. 
d. Mark Burton (9) slashes through the lane while avoiding the Zama Trojans. 
e. Matt Adams (12) shoots the ball, while Edgren defender contests his shot. 
f. Nick Pedersen (9) attempts to make shot at a game against Zama. 
g. Jadan Anderson (10) looks straight at the basket and shoots a floater over the ASIJ 
defender. 
h. Morgan Breazell (12) drives to the basket looking to score. 
i. Javian Henderson (9) tries to shoot with the defense draped all over him. 

- Mikey Henagan (12) 
We were the best team to ever play basketball, things 

just didn t go right, but still. I love my team." 

- Morgan 6rea2ell (12) 
"This was one of the best teams I have ever played on. 
there were lots of memories and lots of fun. I'll miss them." 



The girls basketball team was able to 
finish the season with impressive wins 
despite having players that were new to 
the game and losing veterans to the ACL 
tear plague that seemed to sideline 
many athletes of the Yokota campus. 

The girls team was able to come i 
second place in the DoDDS 
basketball tournament and 
Captain Brianna Harris was 
named MVP of the tournament. 

"This year we had a small group of gir|s 

who worked incredibly hard," said 
Varsity Coach Martinez. She went on 
to say, "It was a challenging season, but 
it was also one of the most likeable 
groups I've ever coached. Our captains 

did a great job and underclassmen 
" stepped up. The highlight of o ur 

season was definitely the 
DoDDS tournament where we 
placed second." 

a. Ashley Montiel 
(121 attempts to 
shoot a field goal 
over a player from 
Kubasaki. This was 
Ashley's second 
year in basketball. 
b. Katelyn Suit (121 
reaches for a 
rebound. Katelyn 
was one of the three 
captains. 

Varsity ^ 
left to right: Ashley Montiel, Cora 
Argallon, Katelyn Suit, Sarah 
Claypool, Brianna Harris, Coach 
Martinez, Sarah Hamner, Caitlyn 
Rowan, Sarah Cronin, Aaron Amos, 
Megan Baker, Christine Madamba 

Junior 
Varsity 

left to right: Coach Angel, London 
Jackson, Ashley Reyes, Celeste 
Moore, Sarah Cronin, Megan Baker, 
Monique Salvio, Christine 
Madamba, Coach Martinez 



§ Varsity Scoreboard 
$ EJ EJ St. MC MC 

King King Maur Kinnick Edgren CAJ Seisen Perry Perry 2ama Edgren Edgren ISSH ASIJ Zama Seisen CAJ Kinnick 

^ Loss Win Win Loss Win Win Loss Win Win Loss Loss Loss Win Loss Loss Loss Win Loss 
o 

31-12 50-41 ll-ZI 22-42 29-I9 12-17 35-36 41-40 24-15 37-12 31-41 32-31 42-12 27-52 37-38 27-30 34-30 27-49 

c. Megan Baker (10) drives in for a lay up. This was her second year 
playing basketball. 
d. At a game against ASIJ, Sarah Claypool (101 gets ready to pass 
the ball to her teammate. This was her first year playing basketball 
at Yokota High School. 
e. Brianna Harris (12) attempts to block the ASIJ pla yer from 
shooting. Brianna was one of the three team captains. 
f. Christine Madamba (11) look s at her teammate to pass the ball 

while a player from Seisen tries to block her. 
g. Sarah Hamner's (12) shoots from the post during a game 
against Okkodo. 
h. Aaron Amos (11) ru ns towards the basket with the ball in order to 
earn two points in a JV game early in the season. Aaron would go 
on to be a member of the Far East varsity team. 

- Sarah Hamner(I2) 
" Never quit or complain. Quitting is for losers and complaining is 

the weak. Just do and succeed." 
6rianna Harris (12) 

was a very long and stressful season, but 1 love my team. We 
it our all and made a lot of memories. 1 will miss theml" 

Suit (12) 
season has been difficult. We encountered many obstacles 

that other teams could not imagine facing. I'm proud of the 
that stuck it out the entire season. We not only made a 

with the small group we had. but created a mini-family. I 
love you guysl KEEP WOBBLING fc" 



TIT' " ~ The Yokota Stingrays, the age-group 
swim team at Yokota Air Base, allows 
students from the high school to compete 
in the demanding sport of swimming and 
earn a varsity letter. The team has 
rigorous training at the Natatorium which 
prepares them to perform well in high 
level swim meets that are held at ASIJ, 
St. Mary's, and Yokosuka. The Stingrays 
also participated in the Pacific Winter 
Championship which hosted 
teams from around the 
Pacific including Kubasaki 
and Kadena. 

a. Abigail Wall 112) swims a 
breaststroke at one of their 
swim meets. 
b. Dakota Francis (10) prepares 
the dive into the pool while his 
teammates watch him. 
c. Sam Arnold (9), one of the 
relay members, swims a 
backstroke. 
d. Abigail Wall (12) advises 
Stephen Moxley (9), before his 
turn in the relay. 
e. Dakota Francis (10) takes his 
breath while he swims a 
breaststroke. 
f. The relay team, Stephen 
Moxley (9), Sam Arnold (9), 
Abigail Wall (12), and Manjaro 
Mitchell earn a metal at one of 
their swim meets. 



The basketball season would 
not have been complete if it 
weren't for the support of the 
Winter Cheer Squad. The 
squad supported the basketball 
teams by cheering them on to victory and 
offering positive reinforcement whenever 
they were in a pinch. The cheer squad also 
displayed school spirit at half-time shows in 
which the team would entertain the crowd by 
dancing and doing stunts to a pop mix. 

a. Kaleigh Pedersen (11), langleySonnenberg (9), Amy Nardozzi 19), Emily 
Mitchell (10), Victoria Pinard 110), and Bradyn Brownell 1121 all make up the 
2013 Basketball Cheer Team. 
b Emily Mitchell 110), held in a one man, pumps up the crowd. 
c. Bradyn Brownell (121 applauds the players for their outstanding 
performance. 
d. Ashley Coursey (121 and Amy Nardozzi 19) cheer on the Panthers. 
e. Kaleigh Pedersen (11) is put in a one man during a half time performance. 
f. Bradyn Brownell (12), Kaleigh Pedersen (111, Vic toria Pinard (10), and Emily 
Mitchell (10) w ait for an exciting moment to take place in the game. 
g. Victoria Pinard (10), Kaleigh Pedersen (11), Bradyn Brownell (12), Langley 
Sonnenberg (9), Amy Nardozzi (9), Emily Mitchell (101 surround Bradyn for a 
picture on Senior night. 



Final Score 
Team USA 

Win 
Team USA 57-ZI Team Kanto 

The Tomodachi 
(friendship) Bowl was 
held on Yokota's Bonk 
Field and it hosted Team 
USA, a team comprised 
of the top football players 
in DoDDS Pacific, and Team Kanto 
which was made up of No.1 rated 
Waseda and No. 4 Hosei 
University High School. Both 
teams played in front of an 
estimated crowd of 2,000 people 
and various VIPs to include the 
commander of Yokota Air Base. 
There were 11 football players 
from Yokota High that were given 
the honor of representing the 
school by playing for Team USA. 

a. Donovan Ball (12) stiff arms the player from Waseda 
and runs toward the sideline. 
b. 9 out of the 11 players from Yokota stand by the 
trophy that they earned by winning against the two 
Japanese high school football teams. The score was 
57-21. 
c. Raymond Butler (121 and two members of Team USA 
gang tackle the player from Waseda before he scores. 
d. Morgan Breazell (12) prepares himself before his 
game against the two best football teams in the Kanto 
area. 
e. Stanley Speed (12) carries the Waseda team on his 
back as he tries to gain extra yards. 
f. Jake Jackson (12) and Dylan Kessler (12) block for 
Sego from Kadena while he carries the ball. 



MMA 

The tactical sport of golf is 
enjoyed by a handful of 

of Yokota High. 
Philip Delisi (10) is a 
standout golf player 

among them. The 
expertise that Philip has learned 
from the various coaches that he 
has had throughout his life has 
translated into various 
achievements in his young career. 
Philip's achievements include 
winning the championship of the 
Texas State Junior Championship 
and winning the Georgetown 
Invitational tournament. 

1 M MA is the full body 
contact sport in which 
participants use both 

| striking and grappling 
i techniques to get their 
I opponent to submit, get 
I knocked out, or win a decision 
l based on the opinion of a panel of 
. j udges. Shino VanHoose (10) is a 
' professional athlete of the combat 
, sport. Fighting out of Tokyo, 

Shino's official record is 3-2 and 
' sh e has won twice by submission 
and once by decision. 

| 



a. Michael Aflleje (11) and Rebecca 
Pinkerton (9) work on an assignment 
during Mrs. Wilkening's Spanish I class. 

b. Stanley Speed (12), a Japanese I student, 
points at examples of student work called 
shuugi, which is a Japanese calligraphy. 

Academics 
Hola, ni hao, konichiwa! 
The foreign language 
classes of YHS equip the 
students with the 
communication skills they 
will need to interact in the 
internationally connected 
world that they will 
experience after their high 
school careers. Students 
are able to learn popular 
languages such as 
Chinese, Spanish, and 
Japanese and are able to 
establish a good 
understanding of the 
language as well as a good 
understanding of the 
cultural background of the 
different languages. 

Students that are 
learning Japanese are able 
to use their skills when 
they venture outside of the 
base. The students were 
able to experience the 
cultural transformation of 
Tokyo on their field trip to 
the Edo Tokyo Museum. 
The students noted the 
changes that Tokyo went 
through as it transitioned 
from the Edo Period to the 
modern era. The students 
were also able to visit the 
Senso-ji temple in Asakusa 
to round out the cultural 
experience. 



c. Jermaine Neal (10), a Chinese I 
student stands in front of his 
Chinese lantern. Students made 
lanterns to celebrate the Chinese 
New Year. 

d. Ashley Talley (9) helps her friend 
Monique Salvio (9) study during 
Spanish I. 

e. Anthony Visnyei (11) looks at his 
Spanish book during Spanish I 
while Christian Ancrum (9) pays 
attention to what the teacher is 
talking about. 



M©cfef a 
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•igtw 
Politicians. Diplomats. 

World leaders. Students 
aspiring to become great 
leaders participate in MUN. 
Model United Nations is an 
organization where future 
world diplomats and leaders 
explore their interests in 
foreign affairs. The program 
allows students to represent a 
country of their choosing in 
various congresses and meets 

throughout the school year. In 
December the group went to 
KIST to participate in a Near 
East conference with several 
other DoDDS and 
international schools. 

In May, a group of well-
prepared and dedicated MUN 
students traveled to Seoul, 
Korea, to participate in Yale 
Model United Nations 
(YMUN). 

»> From back to front, left to right: Micah 
Swygert (11), Adviser Mr. Michael Wagner, Jesse 
Anderson (111, Meghan Mitchell (12), Jasmyn 
Manuel (11), Mariel Santos (11), Sarah Woolley (121, 
Kerry Dittmeier (11), Christina Hilaire (12), Adviser 
Mrs. Patricia Wagner, Kissy Sonnenberg (11), Deja 
Martinez (11), Isabel Moua (12), Arianne Riehn (11), 
Yuki Ikeda (11) Not pictured: Sarah Hamner (12) 



of f %tcrac?ion 

a. Jesse Anderson (11) and 
Deja Martinez 111) pr esent a 
resolution to a problem to 
the chairs. 

b. MUN members wait for 
their turn to present their 
position back in 2 005 

c. Micah Swygert (11) and 
Jasmyn Manuel (11) explain 
their position at KIST. Students 
represented different 
countries. 

J ?tcc)e 
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KIST MUN 2012 W|5 
sso otujnjou 
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d. Arianne Riehn acts as a 
chair for her council 
meeting. Chairs oversaw 
all resolutions and kept 
order as each country 
stated their positions. 

e. Members of Ml 
practice for KIST in 
Wagner's room, 
met every 
school to run 
MUN scenarios. 



a. Nate Elking (12), Nate Sax (12), and Shin 
Clanton (11) work the computer running the PNN 
News for Mr. Palmer's Video Comm class. 

b. Micah Swygert (11) and Yuki Ikeda (11) work 
as anchors for the PNN broadcast; Ally 
Westover (10) records the show. Select students 
in Video Comm worked to put out the news 
every week on channel 18. 

Academics 
In this day and age, 
technology plays not only 
a vital role in the social 
lives of our generation, 
but it also has become 
an integral part of 
education inside the 
classroom. Here at YHS, 
students are fortunate 
enough to have access 
to computers virtually 
any time of the day. And 
in classes like 
Mr.Palmer's Video 
Communications, 
students get a chance to 
compile projects using 
hi-tech cameras. The 

class even puts on its 
own newscast, keeping 
the community involved 
with the happenings 
around campus. 
Students in PTS classes 
can get certified in 
programs like Microsoft 
Word and PowerPoint, 
as well as complete 
online classes. 



> A look Inside 
> Here's what students are saying 
about technology classes at YHS 
this year: 

Nate Elking (12) 
" My favorite thing 
about Video Comm is 
Mr. Palmer." 

AJ Leake (11) 
" I love learning 
how computers 
work." 

c. Mr. Palmer and Teri Hoopes (10) 
videotape a JROTC pinning on 
ceremony in the second semester. 

d. CJ Mayo (11) and Kaleb Hoopes 
(9) anchor for CSI. 

e. Nic Tures (10) works diligently on 
a project for Word Processing 
class. 

Gabby Martinez (11) 
"I really like the 
technology classes 
because we can 
become certified and 
will help with future 
careers. It's great." 

it 







Matt AGLmiA 
Favorite Quote: "Waka waka waka waka waka waka 'waka waka' waka waka 
waka." - Pac Man 

Activities: Football (2), Basketball (2), Baseball (4), JROTC 

Favorite Memory: Sports trips; PNN with T-Bryson and D-Ball; making 
fun of Manibu and Marlin; Senior year with Sarah; Gym class. 

/Cmu AndeAAxm 
Favorite Quote: "When you believe in yourself, anything is possible.' 
Unknown 

fv Activities: Managing volleyball (2) 

j Favorite Memory: Giving everybody and their mamas nicknames. 

GQACL A âcdlxm 
Favorite Quote: "I just want to say thank you so much, not only to God, but to 
Jesus." - Justin Bieber 

Activities: Volleyball (4), Basketball (4), Softball (3), Track & Field, 
Area Advisory Council (2), SGA (3), Keystone Teen Council (1), 
NHS (3) 

Favorite Memory: JETC; making videos with Ashley; streaking in 
the snow; tearing my ACL; and meeting John Eliot Reasoner <3 

Gbcmcman Gail 
Favorite Quote: "A word to the wise ain't necessary - it's the stupid ones that 
need the advice." - Bill Cosby 

Activities: Track & Field (3), Football (2) 

Favorite Memory: Track Far East 2013 

êJiaGi tiautiAia 
Favorite Quote: "The best way to predict the future is to create it.' 

Activities: Drill Team, Color Guard, Marksmanship 

Favorite Memory: My favorite memory is when I first learned how 
to ride a bike when I was little. I fell down a lot and got lot of 
scrapes on my knees but I got back up and tried it again. 



Favorite Quote: "Sometimes the questions are complicated and the 
answers are simple." - Dr.Seuss 
Activities: NHS (2), Tennis (4), Soccer (3), Prom Committee (2), Volunteering 
(2) 
Favorite Memory: ITBDE,BDFTBF<3; BFFLI; Far East Tennis and 
Soccer; Girls Tennis Far East Champions 2011; Hengao; Base Library 
(Second Home); Palmer's room; Sharing a lollipop; Sasebo Dance; 
Sports Trips; River; Twinnyl; Saturday morning Calculus; Driving and 
Talking 

GUa/deA BUcke/i 
Favorite Quote: "You can avoid reality, but you cannot avoid the 
consequences of avoiding reality." - Ayu Rand 

Favorite Quote: "Dreams aren't meant to be realistic." - Jatory Perry 

Activities: Basketball (4), Football (4), ROTC (3) 

Favorite Memory: TFP; Bob Korver; Curt; 2k tourneys; Coach P; 
#TheReturn; Basketball trips 

diXM/mell 
Favorite Quote: "Be strong and courageous for the Lord will be with you 
wherever you go." - Joshua 1:9 

Activities: Cheer (2), Gymnastics, Swimming (3), Volleyball, Softball, 
Yearbook, NHS, Show Choir, Choir, Praise and Worship Vocalist . 

Favorite Memory: Meeting Tanner McQueen <3 ; Cheer Far East and W 
making the All American Team! Hangin' with my Flojos Elva, Ally, > 
Jessie, and Abby :) #twerch; Having the opportunity to travel the 
World! 
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tloMmond Buile/i 
Activities: Football (2), Basketball (2), Track (1), NJROTC (1), 
AFJROTC (1) 

Favorite Memory: Coming to Japan and finishing my last 2 years of 
High School in Japan. Meeting new people and having new friends to 
hang out with. 

GUeî ea Bifid 
Favorite Quote: "Tell your heart that the fear of suffering is worse than the 
suffering itself. And that no heart has ever suffered of its dreams, because 
every second of the search is a second's encounter with God and with 
eternity." -Paulo Coelho 

Activities: Pep Band (4), Mathematics Fest (4), Band (4), Strings 
Ensemble (3), SGA, Drama (2) 

Favorite Memory: Every winning football game and playing in the 
band; the girls' youth retreat; all of my friends that have been with 
me the last 4 years. :) 

Amanda Gkampacm 
Favorite Quote: "The world is a dangerous place to live; not because of the 
people who are evil but because of the people who don't do anything about 
it." - Albert Einstein 

Activities: NHS (2), Tennis Manager, Girls Soccer Manager, S2S (2), 
LinguaFest, FEJC 

|§ l Favorite Memory: Hanging out with friends; tennis season; talking with 
jyy Stephanie & Palmer; driving & talking; watching movies; watching 
Wf sport events; meeting people every year at school & FE events! 

Glunie/i GollimA 
Favorite Quote: "What a long strange trip it's been." 
"Grand. There's a word I really hate. It's a phony. I could puke every time I 
hear it." - Holden Caulfield, The Catcher in the Rye 

Activities: Baseball (4), Football (2), Far East Creative Expressions (1). 
\ Debate team (1) 

Favorite Memory: Rickenbackers every weekend; Listening to Sherry 
Paulino with Lindsay; Baseball; MAN VANNING; hanging out with 
Jesse Christmas every day; getting kicked out of Ms.Huggins' class 
every day; Mr. Martinez's class and Adventures with Christian...sort of. 



]oAJuva Go x̂laka m 
Favorite Quote: "Never settle for mediocre." 

Activities: FBLA, Spanish Club, MUN, Soccer (3), S2S 

Favorite Memory: MEAT; Meinching with MEAT; playing soccer in 
Oki and Tokyo; Stephanie :D; changing the game with Juice Man; 
playing high school soccer; underwater basket weaving; everyone 
that I've met. 

Favorite Quote: "We get one opportunity in life, one chance at life to do whatever 
you're going to do, and lay your foundation and make whatever mark you're going to 
make. Whatever legacy you're going to leave; leave your legacy!" - Ray Lewis 

Activities: Cheerleading (4), Track and Field (2), Yearbook, Prom 
Committee, NFIS (2), SGA f 

Favorite Memories: Hour long lunches; life lessons with my brothers; cheese / Jj 
jokes with Palmer; Biology and Anatomy with Francis; tattoos; homecomings [ ' 
and proms; Far East cheer 2012; wobbling and teen wolf night; "Awkward I * 
Turtle."; UNO in seminar with Cody, Alex, and Paul; Anatomy with J-Milly :) \ 

Favorite Quote: "I am always here to help." 

Activities: Drama Club, Choir (2), Wrestling (1), YFIS Talent Show- 3rd 
Place 

Favorite Memory: Going to Showa Park with my class; Going to see 
movies in the East Side movie theater with my friends; Also, lending a 
helping hand on jobs that my class and I do around base. 

Amu, Gidtina 

Go 

Favorite Quote: "A successful man is one who can lay a firm foundation 
with the bricks others have thrown at him." - David Brinkley 

Activities: NHS(3), Yokota Dance Troupe(4), Lifeguard, Drama Club (2), 
Assistant Dance Teacher 

Favorite Memory: Hippos; Arizona; Screamin Sushi; Ponies B.M.V; 
B.H; J.M <3; C.M; A.M; SWAAM; A.H; A.P; C.R; C.B; S.S; S.C; D.A; 
S+S.K; Disney movies; closing time at the pool; Yokota ICA; Oki; 
Smashing! 

Gbamel de Plata 
Favorite Quotes: "Just chill with it." - Isaac Robles; "Dude, suckin' at 
something is the first step to being sorta good at something," - Jake the Dog; 
"Don't give up." - Dad 

Activities: Football, Baseball (2), Mathematica Fest (2), Far East 
Journalism (1) 

Favorite Memories: Gaijin Gang; Bangkok Boys; Off-base adventures; 
Watching Loiter Squad; Enjoying Life 



fCel êPcmU û̂ A 
Activity: Baseball (4) 

Favorite Memory: Baseball Far East 

]amal "ibu/icm-tleld 
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U 
Favorite Quote: "There are times I can't even figure myself out" - Aaliyah 

Activities: Drama, Crystal's eyebrow, Panther Voices Manager 
Favorite Memory: Anatomy: Watching Michelle dance in Palmer's; 
Being llluminati with Steph-Knee; Josh Being Jelena Gomez of my 

\ llluminati skills; Domingo; Kioni - "Ya Lyin"; Singing terribly with 
fc J Christian, Bea, and Demi; TWERKIN with Ashley; Listening to J R ebecca complain; My Mariah Carey High note; Nicki Minaj RAHHH; 
J Car rides with B.M.V; WGM; Rappin Nicki Minaj verses with Alysia. 

Galium 
Favorite Quote: "The important thing is this: to be able to give up at any 
given moment all that we are for what we can become." - DeSeaux 

Activities: FEJC Gold winner, Wrestling, Cross Country, 
Worked at Bangkok Express 

Favorite Memory: Hanging with Lukas, Chris, Christian, Craig, Ben, 
and Andrew and everyone at the Bangkok Express. 

ûxlneu Qlxme/i 
Favorite Quote: "Yesterday is history, tomorrow's a mystery, and today is a 
gift, that is why they call it the present." - Master Uguay 

Activities: Volleyball, Basketball, Babysitting, Eating, Sleeping 

Favorite Memory: Sports trips; Conditioning with Abigail; "Poopface" 

Sa/iak <Jiaww£/i 
Favorite Quote: "I don't know what my future holds, but I do know who holds 
my future." - Tim Tebow 

Activities: Volleyball, Cross Country (2), Tennis (1), Softball (3), Track 
& Field, MUN (2), Harvard Model Congress Asia, NHS (2), S2S 

\ Basketball (4) 

\ Favorite Memory: Sports trips; Jesse Hogan asking me to 
IB Homecoming 2011; Prom 2012 surprise; Chamberlain & Clan's house: 

Special recipe; ASIJ away Game 2012; Senior Sunrise (Part2); Softball 
Far East 2011; Track & Field 2013; Sunrise Bakery Lunches; Snow 
days; Girls Christmas Classic 2011 



Favorite Quote: "Do not stop thinking of life as an adventure. You have 
no security unless you can live bravely, excitingly, imaginatively; unless 
you can choose a challenge instead of competence." - Eleanor Roosevelt 

Activities: Drama Club, Yokota Dance Troupe, Worship Team 

Favorite Memory: Meeting all you lovely people; Panthers Forever! 
Thanks for all the wonderful memories that will last forever! 

Qtuxmna Jla/i/uA 
Favorite Quote: "Death is not the greatest loss in life. The greatest loss is 
what dies inside while still alive. Never surrender." - Tupac Shakur 

Activities: Basketball (2), Volleyball (2), Eating (17), Playing 2k (3) 

Favorite Memory: Sports trips; Prom 2012; MVP; Summer 2011; Far 
East nights 

Favorite Quote: "Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss you'll land 
among the stars." 

Activities: Band (6), Cross Country, Math Club 

Favorite Memory: Participating in the Rose Parade with the Big 
Red Machine my Junior year. 

Michael die 
Favorite Quote: "You can't have a better tomorrow if you're still 
thinking about yesterday's problems." - Tyga 

Activities: Basketball (4), Football (4) 

Favorite Memory: Everything 

, 8 
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Activities: Football (3), Basketball (3), Baseball (2), Soccer (2), Drama (1) 

Favorite Memory: Far East Baseball in Korea; sophomore year with 
Coach Frem 

Gk̂ idima 
Favorite Quote: "Not everyone can be great, but greatness can come from 
anywhere." 

Activities: Model United Nations, Panther Cafe, Softball 

Favorite Memory: Was when winter break started and I was able to 
stay home and relax and not have to worry about school. 

Ale/m44xLe/i Ghll 

% 
Favorite Quote: "Never say goodbye, because goodbye means going away; 
and going away means forgetting." - Peter Pan 

Activities: The Go-Home Club (4) 

Favorite Memory: All the Summer Breaks 



Favorite Quote: "You never know how strong you are until being strong 
is the only option you have." 
Activities: Tennis (4), Soccer (2), Track, Student to Student (2), 
Vivace Performing Arts, Yokota Dance Troupe, Lip Sync (4), 
Prom Commitee (2) 
Favorite Memory: Being with friends; Honors Class; Far East; Tennis 
Season; DoDDS Tournament; Prom; Christmas; UNO in Seminar; 
Twinny and Anatomy Class! 

Favorite Quote: "No more panic, no more regret. No more hoping for a 
new mess. Slide into the water. Become one with the sea. Life seems so 
much smaller. Swim to the moon." - Thomas Gales, Swim to the Moon 
Activities: NHS (3), Boy Scouts (3), Tennis, Dungeons & Dragons (4) ^ 

Favorite Memory: Zeldathon 2010; Dungeons & Dragons sessions; /a 
Game Night; Boy Scouts campouts; Earth Tow Marathon; spending a |\B 
year with my cousin; visiting Pennsylvania; making friendships that I I ™ 
will keep for a long time \ll|] 

j)eAA& Jlotcpcm 
Favorite Quote: "Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working 
for the Lord, not for men." - Colossians 3:23 
Activities: Football (4), Track (4), Wrestling (4), NHS (2), Panther Voices 
Favorite Memory: VB Fresh; The LINE; becoming a three sport Far 
East Champion; Getting Baptized; Big Wave; Encounter; Learning y 
Guitar; Hard Rock with Hogwarts; Japanese tongue-twisters; Chain { * 
Puking from car; Louie the owl; Pokemon; Zoos with family; Keenan's Jk " 
house; kemps; numba shiix; round 14; peeing again; prom surprise; 
The Smith's house; ERNIE; Queso with Ashley; Football camp \ 

Amzmda Codi Ami Ji&cjMe 
Favorite Quote: "For I can do all things through Christ who gives me 
strength." - Philippians 4:13 
Activities: National Society of High School Scholars, Army & Air Force 
JROTC: Far East, Color Guard Commander, Drill Team, Marksmanship 
Team, Command Staff/Top 6: Group Corps Commander, Admin 
Commander, Operations Commander i 
Favorite Memories: After school dictating & managing of my third- j 
world countries to inevitably rule the entire world!! Making predator \ 
faces; Hawaii Hula Halau O' Sons of Hawaii 

i 
db&ieJzJia 

Favorite Quote: "It's impossible to do 110 percent" - Papa J 

Activities: Boy Scouts of America (4), Church Youth Group (6), Cross 
country (3), wrestling, soccer (3), seminary (4) 
Favorite Memory: Traveling with my family over the years to China, 
Australian Guam, England, Holland, France, Egypt, Israel, Turkey, 
Greece, Morocco, Germany, Italy, Crete, North & South Korea, Ibiza, 
Austria, Scotland, Gibraltar, Spain, and Japan. 

% 

% 

% 
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TaJze (jacJsAxm 
Favorite Quote: "I don't need no girlfriend, I got Jesus." 

Activities: NHS (2), Football (4), Wrestling (4), Track 
and Field (3), JROTC (4) 

Favorite Memory: Far East (all of them!); Breaking the 
gym window with my head to scare Jesse; Grilling 

Activities: Choir, Drama, JROTC, Cooking Club 

Favorite Memory: Going to Hiroshima with Ms. Naish 
and the rest of my class. 

Favorite Quote: "At one point in all men's lives, all men must 
decide between what is right, and what is easy." 

Activities: JROTC (5), Cross Country (4), Track (2), Soccer (2) 

Favorite Memory: NJROTC Area 12 summer leadership 
Academy; First time breaking 19 minutes in a Cross 
Country race; Soccer Far East; Basketball at Iwakuni; Halo 

Favorite Quote: "My name's NOT RICK!!" -Patrick Star 

Activities: Football (4), Wrestling (1), Baseball (1), Track (2), 
Grilling (2) 

Favorite Memory: Sitting under a tree with the linemen 
during two-a-days; Singing "Living on a Prayer" with my 
football team before every home game. 

Favorite Quote: "If you ain't first, you're last." 



Favorite Quote: "Your time is limited, so don't waste it living 
someone else's life." -Steve Jobs 

Favorite Memory: Flanging with Nate Elking, Lukas 
Amrhein, Christian Roggenstein, Craig Keyes, Ben and / W 
Andrew Panasiewicz, and everyone at Bangkok. I 

Max, JleAieA 
Favorite Quote: "Success is not final, failure is not fatal; it 
is the courage to continue that counts." - Winston Churchill 

Activities: Football (3), Wrestling (3), Track and Field (2), 
Call of Duty, Far East (4) A 

Favorite Memory: Hanging out with the line and others; I | 
Youth group; Football; Call of Duty VI 

Favorite Quote: "Stay strong Jenny" - T.M.O 

Activities: JV Cheerleading (1), Varsity Cheerleading (4), 
Drill Team (1), Band (2), Ballet (2) 

Favorite Memory: Okutama: 1.11.13; Tyler Leonard; 
Meow; 6.12.13; Simba 

Vict&Sl MocLA/UA 
Favorite Quote: "I wumbo, you wumbo, he she we wumbo, 
wumboing, wumbology, the study of wumbo...come on 
SpongeBob, this is first grade!" - Patrick 

Activities: Football (4), Baseball (3), Wrestling (3), , 
Track (1) j 

Favorite Memory: Far East 2012; Far East 
Championship; Grilling; The LINE; Wumbo; COD; It's 
Coach P.; Livin' on a Prayer; Football trips; Round 14 

»>8l 



Favorite Quote: "Live fast, die young." - Nate Elking 

Favorite Quote: "Don't think about making art, just get it done. Let everyone 
else decide if it's good or bad, whether they love it or hate it. While they are 
deciding, make even more art." - Andy Warhol 

Activities: XC (2), Track (1) 
Favorite Memory: UNO; homecoming; spring break; Guam; Prom; 
Honey Biscuit; Wannabe; Dudey Bob; Art Far East; Okinawa; New 
Years 2013; Harajuku; She-Ra; Friendship Festival; Misawa; Yokota 

(laAMum McMillan 
Favorite Quote: "We're all mad here." - Lewis Carroll 

Activities: DEFY (2), Vivace (2) 

Favorite Meomory: Any time I made someone laugh. 

Mitckeil 
Favorite Quote: "If you have good thoughts they will shine out of your face 
like sunbeams and you will always look lovely." - Roald Dahl 

Activities: Soccer (3), NHS (2), SGA (2), Cheer (3), Debate (2), 
^ MUN (2); S2S (3) 

\ Favorite Memory: Okinawa - Far East Soccer; Amplify/ Maroon 5/ 
Taylor Swift Concert; Screaming Sushi; Harajuku; Tokyo; Sapporo; 

. y AP Bio Field Trip; Swaam; Moonbabes; Ice Blocking; Keimai Keimai; 
CJ Confirmation; L..T. <3 Fie 



Mcudiel 
Favorite Quote: "My thoughts are stars, I cannot fathom into constellations." 
-John Green 

Activities: Varsity cheerleading (3), Softball (3), Basketball (2), Cross 
Country /f 

Favorite Memory: FEJC 12; Sports trips; winning top gun stunts; 
Meeting Brett Taylor Sowell. 

Michelle M&iaAi 
Favorite Quote: "Don't think about making art, just get it done. Let everyone 
else decide if it's good or bad, whether they love it or hate it. While they are 
deciding, make even more art." - Andy Warhol 

Activities: Track (1), Drama Club (1), Dance (5), Gymnastics (6) /7 

Favorite Memory: Performing in a dance showcase in Tokyo [ 
with a professional choreographer from Los Angeles, CA. V § 

^a/uied MG 
Favorite Quote: "I wanna be the very best, like no one ever was ..." • 
Ash Ketchum of Pallet Town 

Activities: Football (4), Track (4), Basketball (3) 

Favorite Memory: Constantly being injured; Sports Trips 

HlxAel Moua 
Favorite Quote: "Be who you are and say what you feel because those 
who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind." - Dr.Seuss 
Activities: SGA (2), NHS, S2S (3), Panther Voices (1), Debate (2), 
MUN (1), JV Volleyball (2), Keystone (1), Prom Committee (1) 

Favorite Memory: Fall and Spring AASG; Volleyball; Far East Creative 
Expressions; Glow-in-the-dark dancing; going to Korea; late night rides; 
man hunt; NSLC; Lipsync; City StuCo; Basketball homecoming; Prom; 
Karaoke; movie nights; Debate; Saturday morning calculus; KPSC 

Antcmia Paclilla 
Favorite Quote: "Hate me now thank me later" - Weight training coach 

Activities: Varsity Football (3), Track, Panther Voices, JROTC (1) 

Favorite Memory: Winning state football in 2009 and then winning Far 
East Championship in football in 2012. 



And/iê  PamtAsigwjxyfr 
/ '  \  

And/iê  PamtAsigwjxyfr Ij 
iff 

Favorite Quote: "Be not afraid of greatness. Some are born 
great, others achieve greatness, and some have greatness 
thrust upon them." - William Shakespeare 

Activities: SGA (3), Soccer (3), Yearbook 

B4 Favorite Memory: YOU FANCY HUH; "Typical"; Bangkok 
Mr Boyz; Philmont 2012; FEJC '12; Yearbook 

% 

% 

% 

Favorite Quote: "Time you enjoy wasting, was not wasted" 
- John Lennon 

Activities: Wrestling (3), Baseball (2), Far East Journalism 
(2), Cross Country (10), Yearbook (2), Drill/ Sabre Team (2) 

Favorite Memory: Far East Baseball 2012; LoL; GGWP We 
Win!; 1 point; Quambie; Chris's house; Bangkok Boyz; 
FEJC 2012; Growing up here 

Favorite Quote: "Took from when they told me 'no' and it 
reversed to 'I'm on'." 

Activities: Basketball (1), Drama (1) 

Favorite Memory: Watching Morgan make those 3 free 
©«, I throws against Kinnick to send the game to overtime 

JliucJUau, P&uĵ aA 

Favorite Quote: "Don't ever let anyone make you feel like you 
don't deserve what you want" - Unknown 

Favorite Memory: Family Mart runs; Driving around; Going 
offbase; Visiting Hunter at work; I'M LEGAL; Don Quixote 
with Kristen 

Activities: Band (3) 



Jdxma (IMeAs 
Favorite Quote: "You can accomplish anything you set your 
mind to" - Mom & Dad 

Activities: XC Sophomore and Junior years 

Favorite Memory: Playing guitar; skating with my friends 
on top of parking garage 

Favorite Quote: "Just chill with it." - Isaac Robles 

Activities: Wrestling (1), Football (2) 

Favorite Memory: Bangkok Boyz 

ilaikaM £c 
Favorite Quote: "Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" 
- Thomas Jefferson 

Activities: JROTC (2), NHS (2), Baseball (4), Tennis (1) 

Favorite Memory: Canada, Fishing with my Grandpa f 
and Dad. I 

Activities: JROTC 

4 1 
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clla/ia 
Activties: Drama, Basketball (2), Track and Field (4), 
Volleyball (2) 

Favorite Memory: Drama Club; Sport Trips; Late Night Drives with 
!\ my friends; Lip-sync 

Qiett Amtell 
Favorite Quote: "I'm the songbird of my generation." 

-Brennan from Step Brothers 

Activites: Basketball (4), PNN 

Favorite Memory: Prom Junior Year; Moving to Japan my senior 
year, and meeting my girlfriend Ashley Montiel. 

Favorite Quote: "Long live the cake." - Stan & Phil 

Activities: Football (4), Wrestling (3), Track (2), Basketball (1), 
Yearbook (2) 

Favorite Memory: Varsity Football 4 years (2 times Far East 
Champs); My bro Phil Burnett; Baka Boys; MEAT (Josh C.); TASK 
Force; Ayaka <3; Anyone else who has made a positive impact on 
my life. 

Favorite Quote: "Love will save tomorrow." - JJR 

Activities: LinguaFest, Wrestling 

Favorite Memory: I liked every moment of my high school career. 

Favorite Quote: "God grant me the serenity to accept things I cannot change, 
courage to change the things I can, and wisdom to know the difference." 

Activities: NHS (2), Soccer (4), Basketball (4), Cross Country (3), 
Prom Commitee, Science Symposium 

Favorite Memory: ITBDE, BDFTBF; river creepers; Far East 
Basketball & Soccer; Guam; BFFL <3; Omegele... eww!; 
Honesty is the best policy!; Laxatives; Sasebo Lake; (; TNT! 
Boom! <3 



Cadif 
Favorite Quote: "Two things are infinite: the universe and human 
stupidity; and I'm not sure about the universe." - Albert Einstein 

Activites: Football (3), Baseball (2), Soccer 

Favorite Memory: Hanging out with friends all day every day; Winning 
Far East football twice and having an undefeated season; Also chillin' 
at the river 

Wall 
Favorite Quote: "I have told you these things so that in me you may 
have peace, but take heart overcome the world." - John 16:33 

Activities: NHS (3), SGA, Prom committee, Swim Team (4), XC (4), 
Track (4), Bible Study (4) 

Favorite Memory: Teen girl squad; My Flojo's; A-Day ;); A 
gentleman's agreement; Sasebo Lake ;); 5am laughing; Hannah 
Montana; "No way, that's incredible!" 

Favorite Quote: "Happiness can be found, even in the darkest of times, 
if one only remembers to turn on the light." - Albus Dumbledore 

Activities: Existence (17) 

Favorite Memory: Hanging out with Amanda, Palmer, Christian, 
Jamal, and Josh during lunch.:) 

>̂GAok Wa&ileu 
Favorite Quote: "All you need is faith, trust, and a little bit of Pixie 
Dust." - Peter Pan 

Activities: NHS (3), MUN, SGA (2), Debate Team, Sign Language Club (2) 
Drama 

Favorite Memory: Everything about my Senior year; The after school 
talk with Isabel; Spending the weekends with Matt, and just being in 
Japan. 

Hku 
Favorite Quote: "Things work out best for those who make the best of how 
things work out." - John Wooden 

Activities: Varsity Soccer (4), Varsity Tennis (4), FEJC, Yearbook, 
Photographer 

Favorite Memory: Tennis; Soccer; Far East Night, and meeting new 
people every year; Hanging out with my Asian friends 
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Christian Adaniya Mindy Adams Michael Aflleje Aaron Amos Lukas An 

htmmmrnA 
Ricky Arellano Jesse Anderson Luz Armas Michaella Arnett Amelia 

Michaela Atchley Jasmine Banner Kalik Battle Stephen 

Estrella Breazell Crystal Burroughs Alexys Chandler Jacob Clabough Shintaro (tlanton 

Darren Corprew James Cortez Zachary Cupp Beatriz Dino 



Erika Means Elva Muckenfuss 

Rebecca Hathaway 

Austin LeBeau 

Tiffany Hagan 

Leake 

Brandon Grabin Adriana Gunter 

Jonathan Lucas Christine Madamba 

Joseph Ikeda Quintavia Jackson 

Jonathan Mansberger Jasmyn Manuel 

Christopher Mayo 

Shaira Navarro 

A 

IW 
Kendal Hadley 

i 

Allison Lake 

Jade Manese 

Deja Martinez 

Mei McDaniel 

Jumpei Onuki Dieao Padilla 

Nami McCracken 
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Tyler Parson 

Karma Reeves 

Mika Sanchez 

vi' 
Kristiane Sonnenberg Alivia Swensen Steven Swygert 

Megan Partin 

Angelo Reyes-Cawilan 

Mariel Santos 

Kaleigh Pedersen 

Ashley Reyes-Cawilan 

Courtney Sax 

Vanessa Pullman 

Arianne Riehn 

Patrick Shank 



CLASS OF 



Alberto Arteaga 

Jessica Bibbee 

Jadan Anderson Yukari Arai 

Christopher Beemsterboer 

Leo Austin 

Shalana Brown 

Megan Baker 

Tiffany Burroughs 





Rey Hernandez 

Thomas Miller 

Andrea Kocher 

Trey Lucas 

Emily Mitchell 

James Pagano 

Teri Hoopes 

Kaitlin Kopp 

David Matos 

Oleg Moiseyev 

Alacia Parmly 

Taylor McDonald 

Jonah Morgan 

Decono Perry 

Esquteasha Johnson-Kidd 

Morgan 

Jermaine Neal 
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Julia Skelton % 
% 

Justin Pho 

Williams 

Travis Pinaula Calvin Riley Janelys Rios 

-j: 

Nicolas Tures 

Sara Stavale 

A m a n d a  R u n d l e  Parker Russell 

Minh Thompson Tamia Thompson 

/ 
Shino Vanhoose Alexandra Westover 

Tyler Stansbury 

Alicia Trask 
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Adriana Amrhein Yonosuke Aoki Samantha Arnold Gabriel Atchley Amanda Baker 



Marcus Henagan 

cn4 

Javian Henderson 

Jamarvin Harvey Samuel 

i 
Mia Ikeda 
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Jesse Gyamli 

Alexis Brannin 

Lakendrick Cunningham 

Nathanial Harr 

Kaleb Hoopes Joshua Horton 



Masao Matsumoto 

Briana Parker 

Victoria Jackson Natsumi Jameson Satarra 

Stephen Moxley Riley O'Brien 

Danilo Martinez Susie-Marie Martinez 

Jasmine Pagan 

Hanae Phillips 

Cameron Lewis 

Anabelle Medina 

Knute Ljungber* 

Jacob Mansberger 

Briana Mentel 

Amy Nardozzi 

Camila Monsalve 



Anysia Torres Jasmine Tuck Ai Veazey 
1 Ml Yl 

Ashley Ventrella Jacob Watkins-Davis 

Evelyn Welling 
1 T»PT7r 

Orion Wheeler Cristina White Hanako Whitt Zieyal Wbhc^I 
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Principal 
Darrell Mood 

Assistant Principal 
Henry Barr 

Administration 



Tammarrah Addison 

Wendy Campbell 

Priscilla Harwell 

Karen Lund 

Naoko Beebe 

Angel Mansberger Catherine Martinez Mike Martinez Colleen McDougall 



Reggie Mitchell 

Michael Wagner 

John Thek 
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Vince Szilagyi 

Patricia Wagner 
\i * !, 
Otis Washington 

Mark Skelton 

Tommy Palmer 

Hiromi Tanaka 

Loretta Wilkening 
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2012-2013 
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Winter Spirit 

Winter spirit week is a long
standing tradition at Yokota. 
Instead of holding it before Winter 
Break like in years past, SGA 
representatives decided it would 
serve as a great way to boost spirit 
going into the second semester. 
Monday started things with the 
attack of all things wacky and 
tacky. Tuesday, students were 
allowed to unleash their inner 
nerd and prep. Wednesday slowed 
things down with lazy day. 
Thursday was a blast to the past as 
students came to school dressed in 
get up from their favorite decades. 

Wddk 



a. Dante Long (10), Morgan McMillan (10), 
Derek Hoopes (12), and Rohr Ljungberg (9) 
celebrate their victory in going on the next 
round of musical hula hoops. 
b. Raymond Butler (12) hurries to drink a can 
of Sunkist during a contest at the Pep Rally. 
Stomachaches could be felt by all contestants 
who learned that sometimes drinking too 
much soda and juice boxes in such a short 
time is not always best. 
c. Kaleigh Pedersen (11) quickly feeds 
Brandon Grabin (11) pudding during a race 
against the other classes. He quickly found 
that eating pudding, crackers, apple sauce, 
rolls, and juice boxes is not as easy as it 
looks. 
d. Calvin Riley (10) tries to hop safely to the 
finish line while in a trash bag. 
e. Even in 1980, people raced on small little 
scooters during the Pep Rally. 
f.Sara Stavale (10) slides to the other end of 
the gym to feed her awaiting date. 
g. Shalana Brown (10) shows off her class 
spirit during the Pep Rally. Panther pride was 
seen all across campus as students 
celebrated blue and gold day. 
h. Rashaan McMillan (12), Michael Henagan 
(12), Anju Yamanaka (12), and Donovan Ball 
(12) show off their preppiness in the 
Information Center on Nerd Day. 
i. Shino Vanhoose (10) and Alexandra 
Manibusan (12) show off their pajamas in the 
parking lot on Pajama Day. 
j. Cody Trask (12) returns from the YCC in his 
crazy outfit on Blue and Gold Day. 
k. Select members of ASIJ's SGA visit Yokota 
to learn and share experiences. vwin 



It's been an infamous tradition at 
Yokota that the dance planned 
during the middle of the year often 
fails. This year the Juniors proved 
the tradition wrong by putting 
together MORP. The dance was on 
the chopping block all week as all 
were unsure if the Juniors would 
reach their minimum ticket sales to 
actually put on the dance, but in the 
end their endeavors paid off. The 
dance was themed to be the 
opposite of Prom. Crumpled 
newspapers and spray paint were 
used to give the cafeteria a dingy, 
dirty atmosphere that no one would 
expect to see at Prom. The dance 
was a success as students piled in to 
take part in Yokota's first successful 
casual dance in years. 



a.Shalana Brown (10), Tamia Thompson (10), and 
Brittany Little (10) have fun playing with one of t he 
big party balloons on the floor. 
b.Kaleigh Pedersen (11) and Courtney Sax (11) 
support their junior class by working the 
concession stand during the dance. 
c.Cora Argallon (12) shows off her crazy dance 
moves in a crowd on the dance floor. 
d.Bradyn Brownell (12), Jessie Westover (10), 
Abigail Wall (12), and Elva Muckenfuss (11) 
socialize on the dance floor while watching 
people dance. 
e.Adriana Armhein (9), Ashleigh Cox (9), Abigail 
Luke (9), and Ashley Talley (9) hang out at the 
table, quietly avoiding the dance floor. 
f. H eather Adams (9), Amanda Baker (9), 

Knute Ljungberg (9), and Andrew King (9) spend 
time joking and making faces with each other. 
g. Jesse Anderson (11) takes a break from dancing 
and chills at the concession stand. 
h. Leroy Cruz (12) pe rforms his trademark Michael 
Jackson dance moves. 
i. Cristina White (9), B rooke Adams (9), Ambria 
Thompson (9), B riana Mentel (9), and Yuki Ikeda (11) 
arrive at the Morp Dance, ready to have fun and 
party. 
j.Dylan Sowell (10), and Mark Burton (9) show off 
their dance skills while doing the Cupid Shuffle, 
k. Everyone joins together on the dance floor and 
does the Wobble. 
I. In 19 86 students participated in a Valentine's Day 
Dance held at the school 



Introduction 
Forensic analysis of a human skeleton: 

determining sex, race, age and height at death. 
SWjyume Wtw» Yek ata Ugh School 

Results/Conclusion 
Race ^9-

Roce was determine# by Uswl9 lf"> Sutums ol Iho skull, the 
examining Iho lealuias ol Iho skull ogo-at-dMth was estimated 

Methods 
RJC» drtmiusw 

Mwie CPvtbs 

a. Molly Futrell (10) 'de-gunkifies' 
her pumpkin for Halloween. 
b. Kai Lee Hague 110) pai nts her 
shoes for a competition. Her 
design won first prize (see d.) 
c. Gabby Martinez (11) ho llows out 
her Jack-o-Lantern. 
d. The winning shoe design for 
the shoe decorating competition. 
e. Chess club from 1977. 

Stephanie White, a senior here at 
Yokota, represented us this year at 
the Junior Science and Humanities 
Symposium. She used the 
knowledge she gained from Mr. 
Francis's Anatomy class, plus her 
own research to identify the 
structures of bones. Using this 
knowledge, she can determine age 
at death, sex, race and height of an 
individual, all by examining their 
bones, just like on the hit TV show, 
CSI. Stephanie presented her 
research with an oral explanation 
and a 40 page research paper 

Art Club this year was sponsored by Ms. 
Campbell and it was enjoyed by many 
students. Around Halloween time, 
students came and decorated pumpkins 
and Jack-o-Lanterns. Yokota also had a 
competition similar to the Vans shoe 
design contest. Students submitted 
decorated shoes to try to win prizes. 
Club members had the freedom to do 
whatever they wanted during club 
meeting time, including homework or 
anything else that interested them. 



f.Ashley Hirata (12, Aleasa 
Hardinge (121, Amy Cutting 
(121, Alex Manibusan (12), 
Cora Argallon (12), and 
Rebecca Hathaway (11) 
practice their parts while 
Derek Hoopes (12) plays 
the piano for them during 
practice. 
g. Chelsea Byrd (121, Cami 
Monsalve (9) and Morgan 
McMillan (10) practice 
before playing at poetry 
night. 
h.Katherina Moua (9) and 
Aaron Amos (11) play their 
violins at poetry night. 
i. Middle schoolers had 
the opportunity to play in 
the Strings Ensemble as 
well. 

j.Molly Futrell (10) plays 
her violin as a prelude to 
poetry night. 
k.Keghan Delacenserie 
(91, Micah Swygert (11), 
Karma Reeves (11), Erika 
Means (11), Mr. 
Bruschuk, George Wiest 
(11), and Jordan Ewing 
(10) perform for the 
faculty in the IC. 
I. Micah Swygert (11), 
Erika Means (11), and 
George Wiest (11) show 
off their skills in the IC. 



a. Karma Reeves (11) works on a Geometry quiz in 
Ms. Hambrick's class. 

b. Sean Kavanaugh (12) and other Statistics 
students take notes to better understand how 
Stats affect their daily lives. 

Academics 
Math classes at Yokota are 
the best around. From 
classes like Algebra to 
complex ones like AP 
Calculus, students are 
required to have 3 years of 
math classes, and they are 
encouraged to challenge 
themselves. One new 
teacher came on staff this 
year (actually, she was a 
former YHS science teacher 
who returned]: Ms. Lund. 
Last year she worked in the 
the district office. She taught 
Algebra I as well as AVID. 
Algebraic modeling was a 
new class added to Yokota's 
curriculum this year. 

Students in this class can 
really 'see' the way 
algebra works. They see 
problems in many 
different formats which 
makes it easier for those 
who struggle at math. 
With teachers like Mr. 
Thek, Mr. Galvin, and Ms. 
Hambrick teaching, 
students at Yokota are 
guaranteed the best math 
education possible. 



Here's what s 
are saying ab< 
YHS this year 

c. Stan Speed (12). Alex Hill (12). 
Cody Trask (12), Leo Austin (10), 
Nate Elking (12), Daniel DePlata 
02), Ashley Hirata 02), and Aleasa 
Hardinge celebrate their win in 
Thek Squares, a favorite math 
game among students. 

d. Mr. Galvin writes Statistics lingo 
on the board to help students 
understand. 

e. Students in Ms. Hambrick's 
Geometry class work on 
assignments. 







The Yokota Girls Soccer Team pulled 
off a tremendous beginning to their 
season. Under the guidance of Coach 
Angel, the girls only lost one time and 
managed to achieve 3 shutouts early in 

the season. 
The squad also managed to have 
a successful DoDDS tournament 
where they finished in second 
place (and tied the champion in 
their head-to-head match). 
Along with the help of Coach Angel, 
the girls were able to join together as a 
family, twenty-one strong, getting closer 
together as they recite their daily 
affirmations before games and 
practices. 
The team has was able to play together 

as a cohesive unit because of the 
leadership that the senior captains 
imposed on the younger players of the 
team. 
The girls have a lot of potential, and had 

strong hopes of winning at the Far 
East Championship. 
"I don't think anyone expected the 
early success -1 did -1 knew this 
was a special group from the first 

time I walked on the pitch. I tell the 
ladies to leave it all on the field,' and 

that is exactly what they do. They play 
with grit and relentless determination. 
They never give up. They give me and 
their team 100% effort on the field. 
Twenty-one strong—dig deep." - Coach 
Angel 

a. Katelyn Suit (12) kicks the ball down field at a game 
against Kadena. This was her fourth year on the team. 
b. Anju Yamanaka (12) attempts to shoot the ball with her 
powerful kick. She was one of the four team captains. 

Girls Socce 
Team 

Back to front, left to right: 
manager Ambria Thompson, 
Sarah Claypool, Anju 
Yamanaka, Katelyn Suit, 
Meghan Mitchell, Emily 
Beemsterboer, manager 
Amanda Champion, London 
Jackson, Teri Hoopes, Emily 
Mitchell, Kaeleigh Williams, 
Rachael Phillips, Alexis 
Brannin, Cristina White, 
Heather Adams, Madison 
Greven, Sarah Cronin, Mindy 
Adams, Ashley Hirata 
Not pictured: Alicia Trask, 
Christine Madamba 



Scoreboard 
OoDDS _ , | L/UL/L/O 

ScnOOl Kinnick CAJ Kadena ISSH MC Perry MC Perry Tournament 

Loss Win Win Win Win 

l-Z 1-0 2-1 2-0 2-1 

Win 3 Win 2 ties 
•More games and Far East 
were scheduled after the 

yearbook deadline 

c. Kaeleigh Williams (10) 

attempts to steal the ball 

from her opponent. Yokota 

won the game against 

Kadena, 2-1. 

d. Sarah Claypool (10) 

dribbles down the field past 

a Kadena player. This was 

Sarah's first year playing 

soccer at Yokota H igh 

School. 

e. Meghan Mitchell (12), a 

third year player, tries to 

gain control over the ball 

from her opponent. 

f. London Jackson (10) 

battles for the ball with the 

Kinnick player. 
g. Christine Madamba (11) 

attempts to shoot the ball 
into the goal 

h. Emily Beemsterboer (12) 

makes a run towards the 

goal during the game 

against Edgren at the 

DoDDS tournament. Yokota 

earned a victory against 
Edgren, 5-0. 

i. Teri H oopes (10) fights for 

the ball against the Edgren 
players. 

j. R achael Phillips (10) kicks 

the ball away from the 

other team. 

-Anju Yamanaka (12); "On the field, we play hard 
and we have fun." 
-Katelyn Suit (12); "We have much potential this 
year... I definitely feel a Far East Championship in 
our future if we keep up this intensity. Let s 
keep up the hard work." 
-Emily Beemsterboer (12): "No matter how many 
times we fall, we get up stronger." 
-Meghan Mitcheff (12)= "We have a really focused 
team this year, and everyone has really come 
together to be the best. Everything will be 
alright if we just keep dancing like we re 22." 
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The Yokota High School Boys soccer team 
made improvements from the once 
troubled program. The team, coached by 
Coaches Whipple, Trent, and Macia 
went on to have impressive wins 
against rivals Edgren and Zama. 
The young Yokota team was also 
able to hold CAJ to 3 goals and even, 
a real rarity, scored a goal on them! 
The team also managed to get 5th 
place in the DoDDS tournament 
improvement from previous year's 
place. 

A 
an 

last 

The boys team had a lot of potential to win 
many more games and experience success 
at the Far East Tournament that would take 

place in Kadena. 
"Coach Trent Anderson and I were 

L given the opportunity to switch and 
Icoach the boys' team this year. We 
have accepted that challenge and 

^ have been working hard to establish 
a culture of success with the team. The 

players are adjusting well to the new system 
and we expect success in the near future." 
- Coach Whipple 

b. 
—9i 

' 
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a. Josh Cordoba (12) dribbles the ball away from a Zama 
player with his skillful footwork. This is was his second year 
as a team's captain. 
b. Chris Beemsterboer (10) reaches for the ball before the 
striker from MC Perry reaches it. This was his second year 
on the team. 

Boys Soccer 
Team ^ 

Back to front, left to right: 
Coach Whipple, Joshua 
Cordoba, Darren Corprew, 
Ethan Williams, Kendal 
Hadley, Fred Itule, Joshua 
Davids, David Matos, Derek 
Hoopes, Sean Kavanaugh, 
Christopher Beemsterboer, 
Coach Trent, Justin Pho, 
John Crate, Raymon 
Hernandez, Shintaro Clanton, 
Kalik Battle, Joshua 
Hambrick, Zachary Esteron, 
Nicolas Tures, Kaleb Hoopes, 
Steven Swygert 



OoDDS 
Tournament 

Scoreboard 
School st. Maur's CAJ Zama MC Perry MC Perry CAJ 

Loss Loss Win Loss Loss Loss 1 Wi n. I t ie. 3 losses 

1-5 0-3 Z-0 0-*! 1-1 0-7 
Score *More games and Far East 

were scheduled after the 
yearbook deadline 4-

c. Sean Kavanaugh's (12) eyes are on the ball, attempting to take it before the CAJ defender. 
d. Kendal Hadley (11), first year playing at Yokota, fights for the ball against the player from MC Perry. 
e. Ray Hernandez (10) tries to take control over the ball from a defender from CAJ, 
f. Zack Esteron (10), a second year player, kicks the ball away from his opponent. 
g. One of the two team captains, Derek Hoopes (12), runs down the field towards the goal. 
h. Kaleb Hoopes (9) runs towards the CAJ player, attempting to take the ball from him. 
i. A first y ear player, Josh Hambrick (10) runs towards the goal, attempting to score, 
j. John Crate (10) dribbles down the field, ready to pass the ball to his teammate. 

- Derek Hoopes (12) 
"It takes more heart than skill to play soccer!" 

- Josh Cordoba (12) 
"This season is only a building block that will lead to Yokota's dominance 
in soccer. The season was great and a lot of people worked hard. I w ish I 
could play longer so that I can s ee the success of the future seasons 
that will be inspired by the hard work of this young team." 
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The Yokota Girls Softball team had the sport served as an example of co urage 
struggle that every young team that will serve to inspire future Yokota 
experiences. The team made many High softball teams. 
improvements over the course of am very proud of the softball team 
season. ^^^^^^kthis year. We had a very small 
The girls trained hard and never^ ^ k t u r n o u t  and even smaller amount 
gave up their love for the game girls who stuck it out, but those 
despite their shortcomings. who did came out every day and 
They aimed to have fun during worked their hardest. We had a 
games and enjoy the time that they very young group this year and I am 
were given to demonstrate their talents excited for next year with these girls! " 
on the diamond. - Coach Futrell 
The teams effort and dedication to the 

a. Deja Martinez (11) waits patiently for the pitch 
from the opposing team. 
b. Anysia Torres (9) pitches the ball to the batter at 
home plate. 

Softball 
Team 

Back to front, left to right: 
Coach Futrell, Taylor 
McDonald, Bradyn 
Brownell, Christina 
Hilaire, Tamia Thompson, 
Courtney Sax, Deja 
Martinez, Janelys Rios, 
Anysia Torres, Morgan 
McMillan, Sara Stavale, 
Brittany Little, Shalana 
Brown 



Scoreboard 

School MC Perry MC Perry Kadena Kadena Kubasaki Kubasaki Zama 

Scores Win Win Loss Loss Loss Loss Loss 

c. Christina Hilaire (12] steps in to hit the ball. Christina was one of 
only two senior players on the team. 
d. Bradyn Brownell (121 prepares to catch the ball. This was 
Bradyn s first year playing for Yokota's softball team. 
6- Sara Stavale (10) in tently watches the batter, ready to take off 
after the batter makes contact. 
f. Taylor McDonald (10) slows down as she approaches the base 
safely. 

g. Shalana Brown (10) throws the ball to get the runner out. 
h. Tamia Thompson (10) throws the ball infield to tag the runner out 
during a game. 
i. Courtney Sax (11) attempts to tag the runner out at home plate. 
This was Courtney's first year playing for Yokota's softball team. 

-Bradyn Brownell (I Z) 
"I love these girls. They never fail to crack me up!' 

- Christina Hilaire (1Z) 
"When you play a sport, your heart has to be in it and you 
have to love it. It's not about winning or losing, it's 
always about having fun doing it regardless." 

DoODS 
Tournament 

5 losses 'More games and Far East 
were scheduled after the 

yearbook deadline 



The Yokota Boys Baseball Team got 
off to a very good start in the 2013 
season. The team was able to change 
the baseball program around under the 
guidance of first year coaches Ferch 
and Laliberte and the support of 
returners from previous seasons. 
The baseball team reached 
incredible feats early in the 
season, only losing three games 
before Spring Break and finishing 
2nd at the DoDDS tournament. 

The experience of transfer students 
such as Nate Sax, who managed to 
pitch a no hitter, Jacob Mansberger, and 
Leo Austin has influenced the team in 

positive ways as they kept racking up 
the wins against tough teams. They had 
reason to hope that they'd do well in their 
Far East Tournament and bring home a 
championship! 

We fell under a lucky star, with all 
kthe boys who came in combined 

with the group coming back, they 
gel well together. We're very 
pleased. We haven't played 

everybody yet. We're going in 
oiind, but we're going in with guns 

loaded and get ready to play some ball. 
With our baseball team, I know we'll be 
very competitive at the Far East 
Tournament." - Coach Ferch 

At 

a. Kei DePontbriand 112) prepares to throw the ball to first 
base. Kei used to play baseball for a Japanese team 
before coming to Yokota High School. 
b. Travis Pinaula (101 catches a strike thrown by the pitcher. 
This was Travis's first year on the baseball team. 

1 
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Baseball 
Team 

Back to front, left to right: 
Coach Ferch, Jesse Anderson, 
Matthew Adams, Nathan Sax, 
Travis Pinaula, Benjamin 
Wright, Victor Madaris, 
Zachary Cupp, Rey 
Hernandez, Alexander Hill, 
Leo Austin, Kei DePontbriand, 
Coach Laliberte, Jonathan 
Mansberger, Bryce Potts, 
Dylan Sowell, Daniel DePlata, 
Michael Collins, Jacob 
Mansberger, Alberto Arteaga, 
Marcus Garcia, Myles Odain 
Not pictured: Garrett Hanson, 
Johnathan Crumpton 



g Scoreboard 
X MC MC MC MC OoDOS 
^ Perry Perry Perry Perry Kadena Kubasaki Kubasaki Zama Zama Eama Zama Kinnick Kinnick Tournament 

<y Win Win Win Win Win Loss Loss Win Win Win Win Win Win 1 wins. 1 lo ss 
Q -Mori: games and Far East J 
O 9-2 I3-Z 15-0 I3-Z Z-I 10-15 5-7 1-3 1-3 1-3 1-3 I6-0 II-3 were scheduled after the | 

£f J yearbook deadline .£ 

c. Jonathan Mansberger 111] watches the ball after hitting it into the 
field. This w as Jonathan's first year playing baseball at Yokota 
High School. 

d. Leo Austin (lOI beg ins his pitch during the first game at Zama 
This was Leo's first year playing for the Yokota baseball team. 
e. Nate Sax (12) throws a strike straight down home plate to the 
catcher during a game at Zama. This was Nate's first year playing 

for the Yokota b aseball team. 
f. Victor Madaris (12) readies himself for the pitch at home plate. 
This was Victor's second year playing for the Yokota baseball team. 
g. Hunter Collins (12) goes in for a ball thrown at second base. This 
was Hunter's second year playing for the Yokota baseball team. 
h. Jacob Mansberger (9) pitches the ball during the second game 
at Zama. Jacob was the only freshmen starter on the team. 

- Nate Sax (12) 
"Those guys have turned into some of my best 
friends. We ve really turned into a family. 
Baseball is back in Yokota!" 

- Hunter Collins (12) 
"I love our team. Everyone contributes 
something different to help us win." 
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• 
Back to front, left to right: Cody 
Trask, Ricky Arellano, Stanley 
Speed, Samantha Arnold, 
Amelia Arnold, Coach Gaume, 
James Kennedy, Tyler Parson, 
Calvin Riley, Alexandra 
Westover, Jermaine Neal, 
Abigail Wall, Coach Maggie, 
Coach Benjamin, Coach Henke, 
Michelle Morast, Andrew 
Manibusan, Bryan Riley, 
Yonosuke Aoki, Cheyenne 
Turner, Coach Arnold, Ashley 
Coursey, Tiara Smith, Sarah 
Hamner, Jesse Hogan, Daniel 
Galvin, Jamarvin Harvey 

The Track & Field team trained hard 
since day one of the season. The hard 
work that each individual put into their 
training led to sixteen Far East 
qualifications before Spring Break 
The team hoped to win gold and 
set some new records at the 
Track & Field Far East, to be 
hosted at Yokota's very own 
Bonk Field. 

"Oursmall butdeadly Track& Field 
Team has managed to put at least one 
athlete in each event and placed top 3 
in most of them. Each athlete has 
learned to help one another in practice 
and races whether they are on the team 

or from other schools. Many new 
athletes merged to show their talent 
while seasoned athletes showed their 
leadership by stepping up in tasks. 

Volunteers and assistant coaches are 
ever so helpful to practices and 
hosting seven out of nine meets in 
the season at home. We have 
raised the bar to a higher standard 
in officiating meets and 

demonstrating sportsmanship in the 
league. We have moved a giant step 
forward in Yokota history of Track & 
Field. In short, we are AMAZING!" -
Coach Maggie. 

a. Abigail Wall (12) runs with the baton during a relay at a Yokota track meet. 
Abigail was one of the three team captains. 
b. AJ Leake (111 soars in a long jump at a Kadena track meet. 



Far East Qualifiers* 
Abigail Wall (1600m. 3Z00m) -Bryan Riley (1x800) 
Donovan Ball (400m. 4x100) -Danny Galvin (4x800) 
Cody Trask(4x100) -George Wiest(4x800) 
Tyler Parson (4x100) -6oys4x400mrelayteam 
James Kennedy (3ZOOm, 4x800) -6oys 4x800m relay team 
Stanley Speed (4x100) 

•Danny Galvin (1600m) 
•Samantha Arnold (800m) 

* Before Spring Break—more will have 
almost certainly have qualified after the 
yearbook has gone to press. 

c. Michelle Morast (121 runs 
after Sam Arnold (9) passes 
the baton to her during their 
relay. 
d. Danny Galvin (91 passes 
the baton to his teammate 
Jamarvin Harvey (9) during 
a relay at one of their 
meets. 
e. At a Yokota track meet, 
Danny Galvin (9) starts off in 
a long-distance race. 
f. Bryan Riley (11) runs 
during his relay. 
g. Sam Arnold (9) sprints as 
fast as she can to pass a 
Kinnick opponent. 
h. Ai Veazey (9) receives the 
baton from her teammate 
and gets a strong start. 

Speed (I Z) 
really enjoyed the team bonding and work ethic from 

this season. It was great... that's right!" 
Jesse Hogan(lZ) 

isn t everything, it's the only thing.'' 
-Abigail Wall (I Z) 

you can train, you can train harder. If you can run. 
u can run faster." 
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a. Kain Sparks (9) does a lab in Mr. Bennet's Phys 
Apps class. Students do labs often to study the 
effect of physics in everyday life. 

b. Ashley Reyes (11) shows her dissecting skills 
on a cat in Mr. Francis' Human Anatomy and 
Physiology class. Students learn about 
structure of humans, and the way the human 
body moves. 

Academics 
From racing homemade 
racecars to dissecting cats to 
explore their anatomy, 
science at YHS offers a 
hands-on approach to the 
subject that may challenge 
even the brightest of minds. 
Ms. Huggins, Mr. Francis, 
Mr. Bennet, and Mr. 
Popielski worked hard this 
year to prepare classes that 
were intriguing and 
engaged the students in the 
curriculum. Highlights of 
the excellent classes and an 
application of the skills that 
are taught during class 
lectures included: students 

using the Verneir 
equipment to calculate 
things such as the precise 
location where a rolling ball 
will land, the amount of grip 
strength, in Newtons, that 
an individual has, as well as 
the determination of a 
persons muscle make-up 
and deciding whether or not 
they are better at isotonic or 
isometric exercises. At the 
end of the day the students 
were able to see how what 
they learned can be used in 
everyday life or in a 
prospective career field . 



c. Kissy Sonnenberg (11), and Shaira 
Navarro (11) bum magnesium and 
record data in Chemisty. 

d. Quadrell Brumfield (9) mixes 
solutions in Physics Applications. 

e. Stephanie White (12) and 
Christian Adaniya (11) are looking 
at the snails in Mr. Francis's room. 



iSAC 
I Each DoDDS school has a 
I School Advisory Committee 
I (SAC ). Members of the SAC 
I are elected by the community 
I and include teachers, 
I students, parents and 
I members of the community. 
• The Committee advises the 
I principal on issues concerning 
I the safety of students at the 
I school and school policies. 
I While the Committee is an 
I important line of 
I communication between the 
I community and the school's 
I leadership. 

From top to bottom, left to right: Vice President and teacher 
representative Greg Holladay, Principal Darrell Mood, Student 
Representative Isabel Moua 112), Student Representative Meghan Mitchell 
(12), Assistant Principal Henry Barr, Teacher Representative David 
Popielski, Parent Representative December Garcia, President and parent 
representative Lacey Hogan, and Secretary and parent representative 
Allan Berg 

From left to right: Secretary Mikal Davids, President Tammy 
Hogue, Secretary Lacey Hogan, and Faculty Representative 
Debra Hoffman-Pahl. Not pictured: Vice-President Amanda 
Potts. 

From helping promote general 
education to paying for 
graduation, the Parent Teacher 
Organization does a LOT for 
students here at Yokota. Maybe 
most notably, they award many 
dollars in scholarship money at 
the end of each school year, and 
they pay the entry fees to Far East 
activities (both athletic and 
academic). The PTO also helps 
ensure that graduation takes place 
in a facility fitting for the 
occasion-at Fussa Civic 
Community Center. They raised 
funds in many ways throughout 
the year. 
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2011 SENIOR LEAGUE 
pjp7 VIRGINIA DIST. 9 

CHAMPION? 1 

Congratulations! 

We are happy for you! 

Love Mom, Dad, Ian, and Roy 

-

[ j 

J 

l~Nate~ 
I We are so proud of the young man you have become 
I and all that you have accomplished. You continue to 

awe and amaze us at every avenue In your life. 
I We now send you out into the world to spread your 

wings for all to see. I 
Congratulations on your senior year! 

j All our Love, Dad~Mom~Courtney 



CONGRATULATIONS, 
AMY! 

You are in the new 
chapter of your life to 
sail out into the ocean. 
Remember that you are 
not alone in the ocean. 
Your Mom and Dad are 
always there to help 
you. You always worked 
hard, played hard, and 
studied intently. You 
believe in who you are 
and what you want to 
become in the future. 
Wishing you the very 
best for the bright future. 
- Mom 

Sweetpea, what do you say 
about the shining light that 
has burned so bright since 
that day in early May 1995. I 
swear you were born with a 
smile on your face. With that 
smile and quirky sense of 
humor, Amy, you have 
brightened my and everybody 
else's life that you've come in 
contact with; I've just been 
lucky enough to have 
experienced it more the most. 
I can't tell you enough how 
proud I am of your 
accomplishments these past 
18 years. Congratulations on 
your graduation from high 
school, but I know that this is 
just the beginning for you and 
I can't wait to see what's next! 

LOVE YOU, 

"A ship in harbor is safe, 
but that is not what ships 
are built for." 

Congratulations!! Your hard work, dedication, and desire to do your best 
has made you an outstanding student, while your caring personality, warm 

I feelings, and cheerful attitude, has made you a beautiful young woman 
I ready to challenge the world. 

mJmJ c \ I It doesn't seem that long ago that you boarded the bus for Santa Maria for 
I the first time, or that we sat in the parking lot of the Middle School talking 
I about your first day... and it seems just like yesterday that you were very 

j I nervous about attending High School... and now you are graduating! 

W; While our morning and evening drives to and from school will end, the 
I countless conversations, discussions, and even the singing together, during 

these times always brightened my day and will be remembered and 
• cherished forever. 

You've always been the center and sunshine of our life and we've been so 
thankful to have such a wonderful daughter. Words cannot express how 
proud you have made us over the years and in so many ways. Whether it 
was listening to you play a new song on the piano or sharing the pride with 

you in viewing your Achievement awards, watching you blossom into a kind and caring young lady has 
been very rewarding. 

As you continue your education... and on through life, remember you are always supported. Your positive 
character, high standards, and outstanding ethics will carry you through a happy and fulfilling life. 

Love you very much Amanda Bear! - Mama and Paoa _ 
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Dear Kioni, 
I will miss you when you graduate! What am I 

going to do without you? I will miss you so much 
when you go off to be a model. I know you are 
going to be a role model and a great leader to 

other people! And don't forget to give a shout out 
to me! 
- Kyra 

Kioni, 
We are so thankful fhat God has allowed 
us to be a part of your life and can hardly 

wait to see all that HE has in store for 
you. Although we remember the shy little 
princess in pigtails, you have blossomed 

into a beautiful young lady and it has 
been a pleasure watching you grow up. 

Congratulations and we are so very 
proud! 

Dear Kioni, 
We've been partners in crime for my whole 15 
years of living so far. You've always been there 

for me. If it was buying me food, comforting 
me... Whatever it was, you were always there 
for me, and I want to thank you for that. But 
now you're going off to do bigger and better 

things, and I know you'll do great! Why? 
Because you're an Anderson, and that's how 

we roll. You're a pretty girl, and have a lot 
going for you. Just remember Philippians 4:13 

and you'll be straight. 

Your Godparents, Elder & Mother 
Sanders 

Kioni, we are so proud of you!!! 
Continue to make good 

choices and follow your heart, 
it won't lead you wrong. 

Always remember to put God 
first! 

Love Jadan 

Love Grandmother & 
Grandfather Anderson 

Congratulations Kioni! You 
are doing what many 

people regret not doing. 
So go further so others 

can see why its important 
to graduate. I look up to 

you! 

Your Big Brother Gary 

Kioni, Pa Pa & Me Me Brewer love 
you. We are so proud of our 

granddaughter. We know that you 
are a leader and will be a strong 
voice in your generation. Destiny 

has called you & you are 
answering back with a strong 

voice...Saying.. "I can & will 
complete my destiny." We see that 
in you! You are graced to do the 

will of God. Remember, your yes is 
always out there. 

Kioni, thank you for loving me, driving 
me all around Yokota and taking really 
good care of me! I'll never forget you. 

Love Always, Your Committed 
Transportation... Rajon Rondo, Jr. 

Me Me & Pa Pa love you! 



Our Dearest Emily, 
Since we held you in our arms 18 

years ago, you've been a blessing in i 
our life. You were ever the girl who a 

preferred climbing a tree or swimmincg 
in a river much more than playing J 

• Barbies and tea sets. Yet here youl 
are now, a beautiful, intelligent young] 

lady who cannot help but makejjsrW 
proud everyday. 

Now you are taking the first steps of 
your own life, and we kncWyou will 
have many wonderful experiences. 

We wish you the best of luck; to you on 
your new journey. Always follow your 
heart and trust yourself. BejSroud of 

yourself and live life to the fullest! 
' We will always love and support you« 

and your dreams J| 

Ashley - /T 
| Congratulations on your graduation. We are all so proud of you and 
the wonderful young woman you have become. You are so 
accomplished and have such a promising future ahead of you. No 
mattdr what you decide to do, we know you will succeed. Always 
lontinue to be the genuine and loving person you are. You are a 
wonderful daughter, sister, granddaughter, niece and cousin, and we 
love you so much. Congratulations on your graduation! 

Dad, Mom, Caitlyn and Molly 
Grandpa and Granny Lani 
Uncle James, Aunt Jeanne, Ashley and Rayne 
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Words cannot express how 
much we adore you. Though we 
have called you "the Boy" for 
most of your life, it is the man 
you have become of whom we 
are most proud. You are mature, 
you have integrity, and you are 
kind. Stay true, Son 

All our love, 
Mom and Dad 
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Morgan, 
We are so proud of you! It has been a pleasure watching 
you mature into an inspiring young man. With the 
determination of a lion and the heart of an Angel, you 
have proven that no obstacle is insurmountable for you. 
Your future is limitless; as long as you believe. 

Love Always 

Mom, Dad, Monty, Christina, Estrella, and Dwayne 
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Sarah, -
& This is an amazing time for you. As you move on 
%' to new challenges and more independence, we 
,! know that you will maintain the same high 
L standards that you have jajtf&ys set for yourself. 
L It has been an incredible experience being your 
J parents. You have an innate sense of honesty 

and integrity that will serve as an invaluable 
guide in the years to come. It is hard to believe 
that in no time, your life will not revolve around 
our home but around your own. We hope that 
your life continues to be filled with beautiful 

[i music, good friends and incredible experiences, 
i We will always be there for you and want you to 

never forget, "You can do hard things!" 

Son, even though we knew this day would come, it has came much too 
quickly. Stan we are so very proud of you. As you embark on your next 
phase of life, remember to always keep God first in everything you do. 
Thank you for being such a great son and brother. We look forward to 
seeing the blessings that God has for you in the future. 

Proverbs 3:5-6 
Trust in the LORD with all your heart 
and lean not on your own understanding; 
in all your ways acknowledge him, 
and he will make your paths straight. 

Love, Mom & Dad 



We are trying to comprehend that you just turned eighteen 
years old and are sending out college applications. It feels like 
it was just yesterday that you were twirling around in your 
Cinderella gown. In a blink of an eye you have emerged into a 
poised, self-assured, beautiful young lady. There are not 
enough words to express how proud we are of you. We have 
always admired that you are self-motivated and constantly 
challenging yourself. It has been such a pleasure to watch you 
grow and excel in all aspects of your life. We have been 
especially impressed this senior year with how you were able 
to manage being Student Body President, National Honor 
Society Member. Model United Nations Delegate, varsity 
soccer and cheerleader, while still keeping up your stellar 
grades. It has been our privilege to be your parents. You have 
brought a tremendous amount of joy and fun into our lives. We 
feel blessed that you are so dedicated to your faith and make 
it apart of your daily life. We are going to miss you terribly 
next year as you go off to college and are also excited for you 
to begin this new chapter of your life. May God continue to 
bless and guide you. 

All our love. 
Mom, Dad, Emily, & Bobby 



BpTf * " * W Jessam ,f-> •: 
W We always talked about the day you would 
graduate high schoJl, but we never expected it t<r 
come so soon. It inamazinig how fast time goes: 

one minutefyou are alittl/boy playing games and 
the next you are a man ready to take on the 
world. You have taken our seeds of life and 

planted them creating an unlimited garden full of 
opportunities for yourself. We have faced many 

challenges together over the years, with you 
taking each one and using it to make you and 
others around you better. We are so proud of 

you, our hearts fill with happiness, chests swell 
wkjji pride, and tears of joy fill^fl^ves when we 
tell people what a great son you are. Jaden and 

Kalie could nevephave had a better big brother-
no matter howfbusy, tjred, or stressed you are, 

you always put them first. We love you and have 
been blessed to have you as our son. , , 



Congratulations Dylan! 
It seems like only yesterday we held you 
as a little baby, now you are a wonderful 
young man. We are very thankful for the 
years we spent watching you grow up. 
Whatever you decide to do, give it your 
all and good things will happen. Don't wait 
for opportunity, create it! Remember, 
"Nothing ventured, nothing gained" and 
Carpe diem!" We will always treasure 
your happiness. We are very proud of you 
and love you very much. 

ZOHA 

Congratulations Corey! Just want you to know how proud We 
are of you and all that you've accomplished in life. You've 

always went above and beyond our expectations, with your 
grades, sports, and just life itself. You've proved to us that you 
have the strength and passion to do whatever you dream of 

accomplishing. Continue to always work hard and do the best 
in everything that comes your way! 

We are very proud of you! Love, Daddy, Mommy and Roman 
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Codi, 
I loved you long before we met, and then I fell in love with 
you all over again the moment I laid eyes on you. From your 
bright red skin and little heart-shaped nostrils, down to your 
tiny little feet. I would hold you for hours, embracing the 
incredible gift God had sent us. Inevitably the days turned 
into years, and the baby with the curly hair, big brown eyes 
and silly giggles turned into a happy-go-lucky girl, whose 
smile shined brighter than the sun and whose main concern 
was caring for others. Then without warning, that little girl 
packed up her fearless tiny self, and with her beautiful soul, 
fresh humor, honesty, and self-confidence, she traveled a 
little further down her life path and into teen-hood. You did 
this witlfso little drama, your transition left some of us 
speechless. Then one day, I looked up and watched a young 
lady enter a room, she moved gracefully across the floor, 
with such elegance and poise that she took my breath away!! 
That young lady was YOU-and you my dear were absolutely 
stunning! Codi you have given me many proud "Mother 
Moments", and some extraordinary life memories; but the 
one thing I cherish most is our relationship. I couldn't have 
asked for a better daughter or close friend. Keep shining your 
light in HIS name! Always believe in yourself! And remember, 
if Spiderman starts stalking you again... I am only a phone 
call away! May God keep you safely in the palm of his hand. 
I love you more and always will, Mom 

Codi, I love you so much. You are my hero. I have seen you 
grow from the most wonderful and happy baby to the most 
beautiful and smart young woman. You have worked so hard 
and have the most exciting and fulfilling life to look forward 
to. I know that whatever you decide to do, you will have a 
career that you love. If it is with animals, they have a great 
friend and ally in you. Stay focused and reap the rewards. 
Remember above all, I have and will always love you. i could 
not ask for a better daughter, I am truly blessed. Good luck 
in your future. May God continue to shower you with blessings 
as you bless those around you, Love Always Daddy 

1. 

Wv 



Dear Abigail, 

Your name means "SOURCE OF JOY". It is so 
true. Your joy for life is contagious. You live life 
to the fullest, using every moment of every day, 
not wasting even a second. We admire you for 
having this quality. 

Just 'yesterday' you were following your mom 
around with your handssaying "uppa uppa". We 
don't lift you up physically anymore; but know 
that we are always here to lift you up and support 
you and your decisions. 

Proverbs 3:5&6 Trust in the Lord with all your 
heart, and lean not on your own understanding; In 
all your ways acknowledge Him and He shall 
direct your paths. 

Your love of the Lord is evident in your life and 
we pray that you continue to grow in Him and in 
His ways. He will never leave you or foresake 
you! Keep Him the center and life will stay in 
perspective. 

To- OuA DcaAut CLryu,. — • > fTfV-tC \ 

Ifus letter fiat- talon, an eacteaosdimany time yettsny toyeilen (J Ltd Mi- a- susl at 
alwaysj leeimyyowa umpatiemtfcuo and. youn non-step bsayyury made me fully that J -needed to 
bmisl it soon <jaus inam it- fate. ayam, at, usual. but Jm too, tla/nĴ ul you, dent mlesit tie tpait. as 
the, J -need te t ly away piem my yyamdclddntm s eyes. in tie £utudb. 

Jve totted you. bom tfo pott heastleat, especially onto J9 (mew it woo of a yisl Ijou nevesJ-mow- how-
you, ve clamyed my late, im J toted to vmayune what you-d So bio. J tlouyht cute Itowess and 
tie colas p/ml, as even a bue dolt to dseto up. and. J did J had !m while when you, west bttle, tell 
you ysew up amd spotted it 

l̂ ou boomed to tool yauAtel! wide we went Susy witl beetle wool TJouysew, up̂ vrs amd steamy, 
ambitious, amd counayeous you stetue thsouyh all difficulties an youn awn wtil (tmdnett, amd patience 
hemdhue amd tempeoamemt ant teaite you ozfabit Cad day%e to ysatelul Ian beimy tnuly Sleeted 

dlial, west ptoud a! you Tflay we see tie day when all youn dneamt- come Owe, amd may you 
find tielaoeven happiness weue always, hoped loo you 

Orft tltny youve to lemcmSeo, " 

Qloays chests! tie bled hone ysven to you because its. a toeasuoe that -my mom pasted an to me too 

"Happy dJnaduation amd all tie best witl tie new- (hapten in bit ahead a! you. Vie always toue you1 

by VlhemJ finst 

had when we went to Has- Veyas wdh you 
I amd Tflom amd you atled, CUe all the 
I sooms, thus buy m Q/mesicaT J tl neves 
I boyet ountetp to7lew,yoolip 
I funamdmd s House How- my ststeos amd 

booties spoJed you ooften Jit always oe 
mernbes tie dntvtmy lessons that scaled 
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will always be my bttle yisl 

'-4Z* c jl/SAtb, Da/L 

ANJU YAMANAKA 
ill 41 i=rfi}. tfemd-A s$omSl \ PhutM/Mpty 
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Terran, 

Your family is so proud of how much you've accomplished so far and 
looking forward to watching you progress into adulthood with so much 

potential at your disposal. We hope you let your dual-heritage be an 
advantage in your life, using both languages and appreciating the two 

diverse cultures you're a part of. Since you were so little, you've 
possessed a certain charm that is irresistible and so endearing, a pleasant 

charisma anyone would envy. Best of luck as you put this chapter of 
education behind you and step up to the next level, always with your 

t family's support and admiration. 

Love always. 
Your Father. Mother, and Sister 

"PROBER; 



V * 'Mwim&ik ii .' *»'*-- t# -' J-? 2 .v 'a VV«£A r/•"! 
\ Athletic, I'll try tennis, football, wrestling, soccer - but passion is HOCKEY ICE! 
® New York resident since 1995, seventeen years overseas been a long time. £ 
i Days have more meaning, each one is a gift, a smile, a laugh, a GOLDEN lift, 
p Read your way to Mt. Fuji story told, climbed the real thing this summer, while not old. 
] East Elementary, had Mendel in 3rd grade (and Mr. Swygert), and that was prime. 

f( Weeks turn into months, boys turn into MEN. Thanks scouting, VIGIL is pretty nice!! , 

I Journey is what matters, a caged animal when confined. 
Overseas UTOPIA, boredom is your own fault, Church & Community service there is a L 

p need. i 
High School at Yokota, they had all four, DoDDS teachers see all, take heed. 
Now think of SUNY @ ALBANY, I n eed to have my FREEDOM so "i am" is defined. 

^ 2 Tim 3:16-17 - All scripture is inspired by God and is useful for teaching, for reproof, for '( 
^ correction and for training in righteousness, so that everyone who belongs to God may be >. 

proficient, equipped for every good work. • 

F But you can call me BEN, grandpa's Polish middle name, 
ii. East Elementary, also had Mendel and Swygert, and Fuji hunting snipes! 
k Night time League of Legends, of which you play and parents gripe 
E Journey is what matters and balance Community, Church, and game. 
P Altar server at Father Rowan's First Sunday Mass. 
!• Manning up is what I se e, as I se e a new day pass. 
I ' I goo f around a lot for everyone to see. 
W Niagara University - a Purple Eagle I will b e. 

8 
• \ .iju ^ I 
f* Making weight wbuld drive folks crazy, coach happy, and mom not! 
h Awareness of what is ahead of ya, not behind ya! 
>1 ROTC leadership, Scout leadership, teacher aid for those 3rd graders, usher is a lot. 
[• Kick it u p with Mrs. Deb's Yokota troop - Coffee grinder! 

I 4 . , 
[a Col 3:17 - And whatever you do, in word or deed, do everything in the name of the Lord 
4 Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through Him. 

E We love you boys-Have a happy day! -Dad, Mom, Erica, and Leah t 

of Ch/uAt We m qoun, ! Col 3:! 5 - £ei the-
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Dear Craig, 
We know that you can do anything 

that you have your mind set on. 
We are very proud of you and 

extremely glad to have you for a 
Grandson. Good luck in the future 
in any profession that you choose. 

Love, 
Bumpa & Gram Flo 

Congratulations Craig, 
I am so proud of you. Best of 

luck in your upcoming College 
years. I know you will do great 

as you always do. 
Love, 

Gramm R. 

Dear Craig, 
It has been an incredible journey watching 
you grow from a small little being into the 
remarkable young man you have become. 

We couldn't be any prouder to call you our 
son. Remember when the days get tough 

WE will always be your person! 
Love, 

Dad, Mom and Tyler « jj 
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Mikey, 

Congratulations to our dearest child. You are a graduate now. We still remember the first day you started 
school. On that day, we were so nervous sending you away. It still feels the same way. We feel nervous yet 

again, as you face the world by yourself. But one thing is consistent, yesterday and today we always know that 
you will emerge a winner. 

From the time you were a little kid until today, you have only given us reason to hold our heads high with pride. 
We are so lucky to have you in our lives. 

Duties and responsibilities go hand in hand. You are a graduate and mature enough to take responsibilities. It's 
your time to make responsible decisions. 

You have made us all very proud. The future is yours!!! 
We love you, 

Mom, Dad, and Marcus 

Mikey my nephew, as your aunt I 
have the opportunity to relate to you 

in a way no one else can. I get to 
spend time spoiling you and treating 

you like the prince that you are. 
You've grown up so fast and as you 

spread your wings and fly away, 
remember all of the special times 

we've shared. 

Listen to your heart. Find the things 
in life that bring you the most 

happiness and keep them close as 
you travel into your future. No matter 

what you do, doesn't matter how 
crazy, stupid, dumb or magnificent, 
do your best and learn from your 

experiences. 

Job well done, now the world is 
waiting for you, get out there and 

make it yours!! 

I love you. 
Aunt Melissa 

Congratulations, Michael II (aka 'Mikey') 
Seems like just last year I was bouncing you on my knee. 

Now you are a tall, handsome Senior in high school. 
You have done VERY well in academics and sports, I'm proud of you. 

With love & prayers for a bright future -"G" 

Mikey, 
You have not only graduated from high 
school, but also into adulthood. Wishing 

you the best things in your future to come. 
Congratulations nephew! 

Michelle Flenagan (Aunty Michelle) 

We are so proud and happy to be your 
grandparents on this big day of your 

life. Hope you have a great life ahead 
that is filled with more successes. Lots 

of love on your graduation. 

Ojiisan and Obaasan 

M 
Hlf: 
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Congratulations Raymond!!! 
I am so proud of you. You 
saw an opportunity, took 
advantage of it and in the 
end you became a better 

student because of it. Don't 
stop now you still have 
some more things to 

accomplish. May the best of 
your past be the worst of 

your future! 

Love Marvin 

We are proud to know that 
our first born Grandson is 

graduating from high school. 
Congratulations!!! 

Love Nana Carolyn and Pap-
Pap Nate 

What's up Big Bro, 
Congrats! Keep up 

the good work. 
- Jeremiah 

With focus, hard work, and 
determination, you can 

accomplish anything you 
want. You have many 

more dreams and 
accomplishments in front 
of you. Keep doing what 

you're doing son, and 
every dream you plan for 
and focus on will become 
reality. I love you Lil' Big 

Ray, my son 
congratulations! 

Love Dad 

I hope you had lots of fun in 
Japan. Congratulations, I 

am so proud of you!!! 

Your little Sis Raelynn 

Keep in stride, keep your 
head to the sky. God will 

guide you along the way. I 
love you and God loves 

you too... 

There are 3 simple rules in Life 

1. If you do not go after what you want, you'll never have it. 
2. If you do not ask, the answer will always be no. 
3. If you do not step forward, you will always be in the same place. 

Love Always, Nana Joyce 

I love you "Green Thing" 
»>152 Love Mom 



m?fhj H 
Dear Hunter, 
We are all very proud of you and love you very much. Your high — 
graduation'is a milestone in your life. In a lot of ways, it marks 
beginning of your personal journey. Before you know it, you'll be on 
own with total freedom and sole responsibility for yourself. You're now a 
man, so remember how you were raised and act like one. Always work 
hard and be humble and kind, and never lose your sense of humor, and 
you will one day look back at a grand life. 

Mom, Dad, Holden, Ava, Grandee, NaNa and Juju 

"Grand. There's a word I really hate. It's a phony. I could puke every time I 
Holden Caulfield 

' r r r v \ 



The Yokota Round Table, part of the Japan District and the Far East Council, extends 
a hearty salute and congratulations to the Class of 2013 and especially to the 

graduating scouts of Troops 17 & 45 at Yokota Air Base! 

May you continue to find fulfillment and happiness within the spirit of Scouting in 
your continued service to community, in your personal accomplishments, and in your 

ongoing educational and career ventures. 

God bless each of you and good luck! 
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Throughovthhe set tool year, there are so many memories' made* Whether H" be 
tug—of—war at a pep ratty, or tie scfiool f oot6all team winning the championship 
forthe second year in a row> "The yearbook staff tries to be there to cover 
every moment so you can took back on all the good times experienced at Yokota 
High School* Many i-iours were spent at events as well as creating, reviewing, and 
editing year6ook pagesto maketfiemthe bestthatthey could be*~T}e staff has 
teamed so muchthis year, because the tfieme is in Retrospect, many things from 
past years were discovered and included to ce!e6rate attending 
Yokota High Scfiool during its 4 O year anniversary* 
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A BP Agrees to 
Settlement 

Shortly before the second anniversary 
of the 2010 oil spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico, BP reaches a settlement 
with thousands of businesses and 
individuals hurt by the spill. 

Terrified Theatergoers 

In Aurora, CO, actor Christian Bale and his wife Sandra Blazic visit the 
memorial that was created for the victims of the mass shooting that occurred 
during a midnight screening of The Dark Knight Rises. 

Allison Joyce/Getty Images Mario Tama/Getly Images 

A Felix Baumgartner 
Takes a Leap 

Skydiver Felix Baumgartner breaks 
a world record by jumping from a 
space capsule almost 24 miles 
above ground. 

Veronique de Viguerle/Getty Imagei 

North Korea 
Launches Rocket• 

The world is uneasy as North 
Korea launches a rocket that 
may have put a satellite into 

orbit around the Earth. 

Women Senators Now Number 20 

The U.S. Senate achieves a new record: 20 female senators in office, 16 
Democrats and four Republicans. The new total beats the previous record by four. 

Hurricane Sandy Hits New York 
A New Jersey Battles Hurricane 
Sandy Malala Is Teenager of the Year 

Hurricane Sandy hits New York, flooding transit The Jersey Shore copes with widespread flooding, Malala Yousafzai. the 15-year-old Pakistani 
tunnels and prompting President Obama to sign an power outages and property damage resulting schoolgirl shot by the Taliban because she 
emergency declaration for the entire state. from Hurricane Sandy. campaigned for the education of girls, is named 
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RATES 
Mortgage and 
Home Eguity 

3.000% 

3.315% 

a Sandy Hook Elementary 
Students Return to Class 

Three weeks after the Sandy Hook tragedy, classes 
are relocated to the former Chalk Hill Middle School 
in nearby Monroe, CT. "Our collective strength and 
resilience will serve as an example to the rest of 
the world," tweeted the principal from Newtown 
High School. 

Ajunk Food Junkies Mourn 
Twinkies 

The troubled Hostess Brands, Inc. shuts down 
operations, signaling a probable end for the 
once-popular Twinkies snack cake. 

UN Aid for Syrian Refugees 

The United Nations launches a $1.5 billion aid effort 
to bring food, clothing, shelter and medical supplies 
to Syrians fleeing more than two years of war. 

A A Congress Teeters on 
Chicago Teachers Strike Fiscal Cliff 

AMorsi Becomes 
Egypt's President 

After the Chicago Teachers Union 
fails to reach an agreement with the 
city, more than 26,000 teachers and 
staff walk off the job. 

To postpone $109 billion in federal 
budget cuts, Congress passes a 
compromise bill that raises taxes on 
the nation's wealthiest. 

Egypt holds a democratic presidential 
election, and conservative Muslim 
candidate Mohamed Morsi is 
declared the winner. 

With the safe return of the SpaceX 
Dragon capsule, NASA successfully 
completes its first commercial 
supply mission to the International 
Space Station. 

Homebuyers benefit from favorable lending rates as the slow economy keeps 
home mortgage interest rates as low as 2.94 percent. 

* Benghazi Attack 
Kills Ambassador 

Timothy A. Clary/AFP/Getty Image Joseph Eid/AFP/Getty Images 

Mortgage Sweet Mortgage 
Armed attackers kill Ambassador 
J. Christopher Stevens and six 
other Americans at the U.S. 
consulate in Benghazi, Libya. 

A Dragon Capsule 
Concludes Mission 

Scott Olson/Getty Images 
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Vice Presidential 
Candidates Debate *• 

Vice President Joe Biden and 
Republican vice presidential 
candidate Paul Ryan debate 

a wide range of issues 
in Danville, KY. 

First Family Appears at DNC 

President Barack Obama accepts his party's nomination and addresses the 
Democratic National Convention in Charlotte, NC. 

A Election Map Shows 
Key State Wins 

With a total of 332 electoral votes, 
Barack Obama easily exceeds the 
270 electoral votes he needs to win 
the 2012 presidential election. 

Obama and Romney Debate 

President Obama faces his challenger, former Massachusetts Governor Mitt 
Romney, in a debate about domestic policy at the University of Denver in 
Denver, CO. 

A Clint Eastwood Acts 
at RNC 

Onstage at the Republican National 
Convention in Tampa, FL, Clint 
Eastwood pretends that the empty 
chair beside him is President Obama. 

Obama 332 Romney 206 

Voters in the 2012 election faced long lines at 
the polls across the country, especially in key 
battleground states such as Virginia, Ohio 
and Florida. 

Despite high unemployment and a slow economic 
recovery, President Barack Obama wins a second 
term in the White House. 

Mark Wilson/Getty Images Jewel Samad/AFP/Getty Images Alex Wong/Gerty Images 

In Washington, D.C., President Obama is sworn in 
for his second term at a public ceremony marking 
the nation's 57th presidential inauguration. 



U.S. Women Win 
Soccer Gold • 

Thanks to two goals by midfielder 
Carli Lloyd and a critical save 
by goalie Hope Solo, the U.S. 

women's soccer team defeats 
Japan for the gold. 

Missy Franklin Swims 
to Victory • 

•< Michael Phelps Pools 
His Winnings 

Michael Phelps swims to his 
18th gold medal and his 22nd 
medal in total, making him 
the most decorated Olympic 
athlete in history. 

AAllyson Felix Runs 
for Gold 

Sprinter Allyson Felix wins the 
Women's 200-meter final. It is one 
of three gold medals she takes 
home from the Summer Games. 

A Oscar Pistorius Wins 
on Artificial Legs 

South African sprinter Oscar 
Pistorius is the first double-leg 
amputee to compete in the 
Olympics. He took home two gold 
medals and a silver. 

After winning four gold medals 
and one bronze at the Summer 

Games, swimmer Missy Franklin 
still plans to swim for her high 

school in Aurora, CO. 

a U.S. Defends Men's 
Basketball Title 

The U.S. men's basketball team, led 
by NBA star LeBron James, defends 
their Olympic gold title by defeating 
Spain 107-100. 

Usain Bolt Sets Record 

Jamaican Usain Bolt wins the 
100-meter event in 9.63 seconds, 
setting a new Olympic record and 
cementing his reputation as the 
fastest man on Earth. 
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A Misty May-Treanor and Kerri 
Walsh Jennings Are Golden 

The U.S. beach volleyball team of Misty May-
Treanor and Kerri Wash Jennings win their third 
consecutive gold medal. 

AParalympic Games Welcome 
More Athletes 

For the first time in 12 years, people with 
intellectual challenges are invited to compete 
at the Paralympic Games for physical and 
intellectual disabilities. 

Fab Five Grab Gymnastics Gold 

The "Fab Five" (also known as the "Fierce Five") 
of the U.S. women's gymnastics team win the gold 
for the women's team competition. 

Hannah Johnsion/Getly Images Jamie Squire/Getty Images Jamie Squire/Getty Images 



A hotly debated, split-decision 
victory for U.S. welterweight 
Timothy Bradley ends the 15-fight 
winning streak of Filipino boxer 
Manny Pacquiao. 

^Australian Surfs to 
Victory 

Joel "Parko" Parkinson wins his 
first Association of Surfing 
Professionals world championship 
title and the Pipeline Masters on 
the same day. 

NHL Lockout Shortens Season 

After a 113-day lockout, the National Hockey League reaches an agreement with 
the players' association, resulting in a compressed season. 

A Williams Is Named 
ITF World Champion 

For the third time, Serena Williams 
earns the World Champion women's 
prize from the International Tennis 
Federation. 

Freshman Wins 
Heisman • 

On the 40-year anniversary of 
freshman eligibility, the Heisman 
Trophy goes to the first freshman 

in its history, Texas A&M 
quarterback Johnny Manziel. 

Timothy Bradley 
Unseats Pacquiao 

Golfer Rory Mcllroy 
Wins World Title 

Northern Ireland's Rory Mcllroy is 
the world's No. 1 golfer after winning 
the Deutsche Bank Championship 
and the BMW Championship. 

L.A. Kings Play It Cool 

In game six of the 2012 Stanley Cup Finals, the 
Los Angeles Kings skate to victory, defeating the 
New Jersey Devils 6-1. 

AKeselowski Wins NASCAR 
Championship 

Despite finishing in 15th place in the Ford 
EcoBoost 400, Brad Keselowski claims the 
NASCAR Sprint Cup championship. 

AThe Miami Heat Burn Up 
the Court 

In game five of the 2012 NBA Finals, LeBron 
James and the Miami Heat defeat the Oklahoma 
City Thunder 121-106. 

Noah Graham/NHLI via Getty Images Jared C. Tilton/Getty Images for NASCAR Issac Baldizon/NBAE via Getty Images 



< Indiana Fever Jinx 
the Lynx 

Baltimore Ravens Win Super Bowl XLVII 

In a dramatic game interrupted by a power outage at the Superdome in New 
Orleans, the Ravens defeat the San Francisco 49ers 34-31. 

The Indiana Fever defeat the 
defending champion Minnesota 
Lynx 87-78 in game four of the 
2012 WNBA Finals. 

ALeBron Scores Another 
Award 

Sports Illustrated names basketball 
superstar LeBron James of the 
Miami Heat their Sportsman of the 
Year for 2012. 

Garrett Reynolds Rolls to Rule 

In San Francisco, cyclist Garrett Reynolds takes home two Dew Cup 
championships for the BMX Street Cycle finals and the BMX 
Streetstyle competition. 

U.S. professional golfer Stacy Lewis 
wins four LPGA titles, the most on 
the year's tour, and is named the 
LPGA Player of the Year. 

A Stacy Lewis Is Queen 
of the Greens 

SPORTSMAN 
SEA 3% 
InrriiM Thri 

• 

World Series 

Christian Petersen/Getty Images 

Paul Rodriguez (aka P-Rod) captures the gold in 
the Men's Skateboard Street final at X Games 18 
in Los Angeles. 

After losing four major finals, Scotland's Andy 
Murray wins the U.S. Open Men's Singles 
Championship by defeating defending champion 
Novak Djokovic. 

Jeff Gross/Getty Images Don Emmert/AFP/Getty Images 

The San Francisco Giants defeat the Detroit Tigers 
4-3 in the 10th inning of game four to win the 
World Series in a sweep. 



AShakira Wins AMA 
Award 

Colombia's global pop star Shakira 
wins her fourth AMA statuette, 
bringing home the award for Favorite 
Latin Artist. 

PSY Is Most Watched 

With more than 854 million hits, the 
viral video of "Garignam Style" by 
Korean pop star PSY becomes the 
most-watched YouTube video 
of all time. 

A A Ocean Considers 
AMA Calls Carly Fiction 

Breakout music star Frank Ocean 
tells an interviewer that he might 
write a novel because he enjoys the 
storytelling aspect of music. 

Carly Rae, whose song "Call Me 
Maybe" is a surprise hit, is named 
New Artist of the Year by the 
American Music Awards. 

Blake Shelton and 
Miranda Lambert 

Win Awards • 

At the 46th annual CMA awards, 
married couple Blake Shelton 

and Miranda Lambert take home 
the year's highest honors in 

country music. 

fun. Releases Second Single 

After the success of last year's "We Are Young," fun. has high hopes for its 
latest single, "Some Nights." 

A Two Grammy Nominations Go 
to Newcomers 

A 
Pop Fans Love One Direction 

A Bryan Emerges as Rising 
Country Star 

Jason Kempin/Getty Images 

he Lumineers, a folk-rock band from Denver, 
eceive Grammy nominations for Best New Artist 
ind Best Americana Album. 

After appearing at the Summer Olympics, the 
popular English-Irish boy band One Direction 
releases its second album. Take Me Home. 

Singer-songwriter Luke Bryan's singles, like "Kiss 
Tomorrow Goodbye," are climbing the pop and 
country charts. 

Rick Diamond/Wirelmage FOX via Getty Images 
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It's Nicki Versus Mariah in "Idol" Feud 

Dueling American Idol judges Nicki Minaj and Mariah Carey swap insults and 
threats on camera and via Twitter. 

-« Taylor Swift Achieves 
a Record 

With the release of Red, 
her fourth studio album, Taylor 
Swift is the first female artist to 
release two albums with sales 
of $1 million. 

A-

TobyMac Inspires AMA 

The American Music Awards choose 
TobyMac as the year's Favorite 
Contemporary/Inspirational Artist. 

A Pink Enjoys a Career 
First 

After 12 years in the music business, 
Pink finally achieves a No. 1 album 
with the success of her newest 
release, The Truth About Love. 

A Rapper Supports 
Veterans 

Flo Rida contributes his talents to 
the "Got Your Six" campaign, which 
helps combat veterans return to 
civilian life. 

ACA/IA Celebrates 
Hayes 

At age 21, Louisiana native and 
multi-instrumentalist country star 
Hunter Hayes is named Best New 
Artist at the CMA Awards. 

Rob Klm/Wlrelmage 

Los Angeles-based solo artist Cassadee Pope 
garners the most viewer votes and becomes the 
first female winner of The Voice. 

George Pimdntel/Wiretmage Marc Broussely/Redferns via Getty Images 

Justin Bieber duets with Nicki Minaj, brings his 
mom up on stage and gets a kiss from Jenny 
McCarthy at the American Music Awards. 

The South Carolina Christian music band 
NEEDTOBREATHE wins the Dove Award for Group 
of the Year. 



Gamers Welcome Wii U" 
a Consumers Consider New 
High-Resolution MacBook® Furby™ Talks Back 

" • 't'^ 

FIFR SOCCER 13 -̂
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a Electronic Gamers a Nintendo Opens a Boom Cube Turns Up a Jump Up and Just 
Cheer FIFA Soccer 13 Virtual Theme Park the Volume Dance 4 

The latest version of the popular 
game allows players to analyze 
plays and create new offensive 
opportunities. 

Gamers and their Miim characters 
explore NintendoLand, a virtual 
theme park featuring attractions 
based on Nintendo game worlds. 

The powerful, miniature Boom Cube"* 
speaker hangs from a keychain and 
sets your MP3 tunes free from 
your earbuds. 

Just Dance® 4 is the latest version 
of the chart-topping dance game, 
featuring new songs, new workouts 
and six rounds of dance-off battles. 

A Readers Hail Return 
of Teen Demigods 

Novelist Rick Riordan publishes 
The Mark of Athena, the third book 
in his popular series, The Heroes 
of Olympus. 

iPad Mini " Debuts • 

Shortly before the holiday 
shopping season begins, Apple 
launches the iPad mini, a small 

tablet computer. 

ATeen with Cancer 
Narrates Novel 

Michael Buckner/Gelty Images for Nintendo 

The Fault in Our Stars is a fiction 
bestseller about a romance between 
teens who meet in a cancer 
support group. 

Miguel Medina/AFP/Getty Imt 

Nintendo releases its new Wii U game console, which 
features high-definition graphics, an embedded 
touchscreen and up to 32 GB of Flash storage. 

The fuzzy Furby toy returns, with sophisticated 
technology that allows this chatty, lovable toy to 
learn to tell jokes and play games. 



Teens Discover Their True Identities 

Switched at Birth is a popular television drama on ABC Family about two girls, 
one rich and one poor, who learn they were switched as infants. 

New Girl Comes 
Back for More 

Jess (Zooey Deschanel), Nick. 
Schmidt, Winston and Cece 
return for a second season of 
New Girl on FOX. 

Learning Step by Step 

A former ballerina turned Las Vegas 
showgirl must start a new life as a 
small town dance teacher in 
Bunheads on ABC Family. 

a Honey Boo Boo Makes 
the Most Fascinating List 

Seven-year-old reality star Alana 
Thompson, better known as 
"Honey Boo Boo," makes Barbara 
Walters' list of the year's most 
fascinating people. 

a Beastly Drama Is 
People's Choice 

Beauty & The Beast, a drama about 
a homicide detective with a puzzling 
and tragic past, wins the People's 
Choice award for Best New TV Drama. 

Duck Dynasty on A&E introduces 
the eccentric Robertson clan, which 
made its millions by making and 
selling duck calls. 

a Viewers Flock to Rags-
to-Riches Reality Show 

Bigfoot Remains at Large 

Finding Bigfoot is a reality program that follows 
investigators as they search the wilderness for 
evidence that Bigfoot is real. 

A An Eccentric English Sleuth 
Comes to New York 

Jonny Lee Miller's Sherlock solves cases in New 
York, with help from Lucy Liu's Dr. Joan Watson in 
Elementary, a new CBS drama. 

AAmerican Audiences Love 
English Costume Drama 

The eagerly awaited third season of Downton Abbey 
on PBS features a guest appearance by Shirley 
MacLaine as a wealthy American mother-in-law. 

Tom Concordia/CBS via Gelt Leon Neal/AFP/Getty Images 
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The People Choose 
Jennifer Lawrence e 

Jennifer Lawrence, star of The 
Hunger Games series and Silver 

Linings Playbook, wins the 
Favorite Movie Actress award in 

the People's Choice Awards. 

James Stars in Here Comes the Boom 

Kevin James stars as a burned-out biology teacher turned mixed martial arts 
hero in the feature film Here Comes the Boom. 

A A Wizard Finds His 
Way 

In Oz: The Great and Powerful, 
James Franco stars as a small-time 
magician who is transported to the 
Land of Oz. 

A Downey Dons Hero 
Suit a Third Time 

Robert Downey Jr. returns as Tony 
Stark to face new enemies and 
overcome new challenges in Iron 
Man 3. 

A Caveman Family 
Discovers the World 

Ryan Reynolds and Emma Stone 
lend their voices to The Croods, 
a 3D computer-animated comedy 
adventure about the world's 
first family. 

How Superman Began 

Henry Cavill stars as Clark Kent, 
a journalist who is baffled by his 
superhuman powers. He finds his 
life's purpose when evil invaders 
attack the world in Man of Steel. 

2012 «• Paramount Pictures/courtesy Everett Collection : 20th Century Fox Film Corp. AJttyta rct&vxycourtesy Everett Collection Francois Duhamel/vColumbla Pictures/courtesy Everett Collection 

Skyfall, starring Daniel Craig as Agent 007, 
makes $87.8 million in its first weekend, the most 
successful opening of any Bond film. 

Fans of fantasy flicks head to the theaters for 
Rise of the Guardians, a 3D animated film from 
DreamWorks Animation based on the popular 
book series. 

Bette Midler and Billy Crystal star as traditional 
grandparents who are baffled by their grandkids 
in Parental Guidance. 



The Perks of Being a Wallflower, adapted from the book of the same title, tells 
the story of a shy high school freshman and his quirky friends. 

Wallflower Blooms on Big Screen 
! 

DANIEL DA Y - LEWIS 
LINCOLN 

Lincoln, a historical drama based 
on an award-winning biography, 
depicts the last four months of 
the legendary president's life. 

A President Earns His 
Place in History 

A Breaking Dawn Breaks 
Box Office Records 

The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn 
- Part 2, the finale to the vampire 
romance series, is No. 1 at the box 
office for three weeks in a row. 

Voters for the People's Choice 
Awards choose Iron Man star Robert 
Downey, Jr. as the year's Favorite 
Movie Actor. 

A College Singers 
Perfect Their Pitch 

In Pitch Perfect, Anna Kendrick stars 
as a college student who inspires a 
mismatched a cappella singing group 
to achieve hilarity and harmony. 

A Soundtrack Album 
Tops Charts 

The movie soundtrack for Les 
Miserables, featuring performances 
by Anne Hathaway and Amanda 
Seyfried, reaches the No. 1 spot on 
the Billboard 200 chart. 

A Downey Is a Fan 
Favorite 

In the animated feature film Wreck-It Ralph, 
an arcade game character wants to be a hero 
instead of a bad guy, but his well-intentioned 
plans go haywire. 

Nineteen-year-old Suraj Sharma stars in the 
movie adaptation of Life of Pi, about a teenager 
and a Bengal tiger who survive a shipwreck. 

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey is the first 
of three films adapted from J.R.R. Tolkien's novel 
about a reluctant adventurer in Middle Earth. 

Warner Bros. Pictures/Courtesy Everett Collection Jeff KravitZ/FilmMagic rM p, Ttoerti&h Century Fax Film Corporation Mtigis wscr*xi/courtesy Everett Collection 



Minis Are Major • 

Little dresses and short skirts go 
over jeans and leggings by day. 

At night, they go solo for dances 
LED Headlights Turn Heads 

Drivers who love making their cars stand out on the street add LED headlight 
strips to create colorful, futuristic effects. 

a "YOLO" Is Favorite 
Catchphrase 

Rapper Drake and actor Zac Ephron 
popularize YOLO, an acronym 
standing for "you only live once." 
Time magazine names it one of the 
year's top buzzwords. 

Cowboy Boots Are 
Cool Again 

Western style makes a comeback 
on runways and campuses. Classic 
cowboy boots are paired with short 
skirts or cropped pants. 

^Trends Point to Nail 
Art 

Adhesive nail-art kits make 
outrageous manicures easy and 
affordable. Options include animal 
patterns, stripes, polka dots, images 
and more. 

Color Sneaks onto 
Sneakers 

Basic footwear takes a back seat 
as brightly colored and patterned 
high-tops and athletic shoes emerge 
as must-have accessories for school 
and weekend style. 

The graphic tee trend becomes a personal 
expression obsession. Shirts feature favorite 
lyrics, Internet memes, irreverent graphics and 
witty jokes. 

After the success of Taco Bell's Doritos Locos 
Taco, the fast food chain drops hints that a new 
Cool Ranch version is coming next. 

The must-have neckwear accessory is the circular 
infinity scarf, which loops around the neck to add 
color, texture and warmth. 



The flat-brim baseball cap trend is popularized by celebrities like Rihanna. The 
casual style is perfect for hiding from the paparazzi. 

Baseball Caps Are Tops with Girls 

•* Backpacks Are 
Global Chic 

Boring backpacks take a back 
seat to colorful patterns inspired 
by traditional graphic motifs from 
around the world. 

JUST 
SAYIN 

Jostens 

Hoodies Are Hot 

For every guy, there's a hoodie: 
athletic hoodies for jocks, rock band 
hoodies for fans and humorous 
hoodies for class clowns. 

A It's a Plaid, Plaid 
World 

Fashionistas go mad for plaid. The 
trend starts on designer runways 
and quickly makes its way to fashion 
outlets in malls and online. 

A Duct Tape Inspires 
Creative Types 

Crafty tweens and teens use tough, 
colorful duct tape to make purses, 
wallets, decorations, jewelry, fashion 
accessories and even formal wear. 

AAdults Find 
Expression Annoying 

Teens use "Just sayin'" to minimize 
an expression of criticism or 
sarcasm. The phrase ranks highly 
on a Marist Poll surveying the most 
irritating words and phrases. 

VM 
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A Footwear Moonlights as 
Basketball Coach 

Sensors in the soles of Nike+ Basketball shoes 
track the wearer's every move and sync stats to 
the player's iPhone. 

Jeans Are Anything but Blue 

Traditional blues are timeless classics but the 
newest skinny denims feature bold colors, 
feminine prints and modern patterns. 

A Glitter Gets a Foot in 
Fashion's Door 

The trend for "glitter shoes," featuring sequins 
and sparkles, includes glue-it-yourself sneakers, 
sky-high designer platforms and everything 
in between. 
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GIVE THE GIFT OF UNLIMITED MOVIES 

Instagram Is Tops 
with Teens • 

Facebook snaps up Instagram 
and its 80 million users. 

The social media site clicks 
with teens, ranking as the 

top photography destination 
among ages 12 to 17. 

MoviePass" Sends Fans Back to Theaters 

MoviePass gives film lovers the chance to save money by seeing up to one 
movie per day in theaters for one low monthly fee. 

Jostens 

AZumba® Is the Trendy Fitness 
Class 

The Latin-inspired dance-fitness classes known 
as Zumba deliver hot music, cool moves, serious 
fitness and tons of fun. 

a Classrooms Connect via 
Smartphone 

Teachers use QR Codes, which can be scanned 
by smartphones, to deliver class information and 
assignments to students. 

A Uganda Documentary Is Most 
Viral Video 

Justin Bieber and Oprah help to make Korty 2012, 
a documentary about child soldiers, attract more 
than 100 million views in its first six days online. 
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iOTHING IS MORE POWERFUL THAN AN IDE 

Nike Motivates with a Pop Is Personal with a Pinterest Attracts ^Apple iPhone 5 Sees 
Fuelband New Coke Machine Interest Record-breaking Sales 

Nike has launched a new tool called 
Nike+ Fuelband1". This technology 
tool lets users know how active they 
are and reminds them to achieve 
their fitness goals. 

The Freestyle Coke machine lets 
customers mix their own flavor 
combinations from more than 
100 choices. 

Pinterest is a social media 
phenomenon. Users "pin" images and 
share virtual bulletin boards about 
fashion, food, travel and sports. 

The Apple® iPhone® 5 sells more 
than five million units in its first 
three days, setting a new record for 
opening weekend sales. 

Bill O'Leary/The Washington Post via Getty Images Red Huber/Orlando Sentinel/MCT via Getty Images 






